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1. Introduction

2

A concurrent system is composed of components which are executed concur-

3

rently and communicate with each other. Such systems appear within technical

4

and non-technical fields, e.g. in electronics, telecommunications, logistics, and

5

biology. For example, having road traffic in mind, the components are cars,

6

pedestrians, traffic signalling etc. Various statistical methods are used for plan-

7

ning and optimisation of concurrent systems. However, these approaches cannot

8

be used rigorously for safety assurance, because hazards, errors, and incidents

9

(e.g. road accidents) are not average events, and mostly not even a consequence

10

of the average behaviour of a systems’ components.

11

Model checking is a formal method for algorithmic verification of systems.

12

A model checker gets a structure being a model of a system and then checks

13

automatically whether a given proposition expressed as a temporal logic formula

14

is valid in it. For example, if the traffic lights at a crossing are green for the

15

pedestrians, then they should be red for the cars in all possible scenarios.

16

Regarding the structure representing a system, hardware and software sys-

17

tems can both be modelled successfully without the explicit notion of actions,

18

e.g. with a state-based model such as a Kripke structure. On the other hand,

19

action-based models may represent the behaviour of concurrent systems more

20

simply. For example, a car passing the crossing can be represented by a single ac-

21

tion car-cross, instead of two states car-inside and car-outside. The relationship

22

between state-based and action-based semantic models is well explored in [32].

23

This paper bases on action-based formalisms. They are not a new idea, rather

24

the opposite. Dynamic logic was developed back in 1974. The process lan-

25

guage CSP (Communicating Sequential Processes) was described in 1978, CCS

26

(Calculus of Communicating Systems) was introduced around 1980, ACP (Al-

27

gebra of Communicating Processes) arose in 1982, and the action-based formal

28

specification language LOTOS (Language Of Temporal Ordering Specification)

29

became an ISO standard for protocol specification in 1990.

30

Regarding the proposition to be verified with model checking, different types

2

31

of temporal logics exist, which can be classified into linear-time and branching-

32

time logics, and also into state-based and action-based logics. If a particular

33

temporal logic lacks the notion of action, like the popular Linear Temporal Logic

34

(LTL) and Computation Tree Logic (CTL), model checking over action-based

35

models cannot be implemented directly. The model representing a system must

36

be transformed into a proper Kripke structure [15, 23, 26]. Hence, there has al-

37

ways been a great interest in studying action-based property specifications. The

38

modal µ-calculus originated back in 1969 with D. S. Scott and J. de Bakker, and

39

was elaborated by D. Kozen in 1983. Action-based temporal logics originated

40

in a simple modal logic called process logic, introduced in 1985 by M. Hennessy

41

and R. Milner. This formalism is, nowadays, known as Hennessy-Milner Logic

42

(HML). In 1990, R. De Nicola and F. Vaandrager extended HML to obtain a

43

propositional branching-time temporal logic called Action-based Computation

44

Tree Logic (ACTL) [23] defined over labelled transition systems. In 2008, this

45

work was enhanced by the introduction of Action-based computation tree logic

46

with unless operator (ACTLW) [22]. Compared to ACTL, the new logic is a

47

more straightforward extension of CTL, preserving elegant equivalences and the

48

simplicity of fixed-point characterisation.

49

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 briefly overviews the related

50

work. Section 3 makes the paper self-contained by recalling important terms,

51

definitions, and theorems. It also introduces syntactic abbreviations to enable

52

the usage of CTL patterns for expressing properties in ACTLW, diagnostic

53

paths, the notions of inevitable satisfaction and inevitable dissatisfaction, and

54

bounded semantics. Section 4 is all about the implementation of regular and

55

bounded model checking by using fixed-point characterisation of ACTLW oper-

56

ators. It improves the BDD-based symbolic algorithms given in [22] Section 5

57

defines linear witnesses and counterexamples for ACTLW. The notions of viable

58

witnesses and counterexamples are proposed and illustrated with examples. An

59

efficient algorithm for the generation of viable witnesses and counterexamples,

60

based on the construction of diagnostic paths, is also discussed. Finally, Section

61

6 reports on using a prototype ACTLW model checker to verify various mod3

62

els of a railway crossing. Regular and bounded ACTLW model checking are

63

demonstrated, and the usefulness of diagnostics is shown. All the models are

64

given by using a CCS-like process algebra.

65

2. Related work

66

Since its introduction [22], ACTLW has raised the interest of researchers,

67

who found it usable either directly or as a part of richer formalisms. For ex-

68

ample, it is used as a basis for the definition of a temporal logic with epistemic

69

operators ACTLW-ER [1], temporal logic interpreted over weighted modal tran-

70

sition systems WCTL [16], temporal logic interpreted over constrained labelled

71

transition systems CACTL [14], and temporal logic interpreted over fuzzy fi-

72

nite automata FACTL [25]. ACTLW also influenced the definition of temporal

73

logics UCTL [3] and SocL [2, 13], which are both very expressive action- and

74

state-based logics capable of describing properties of complex systems, e.g. the

75

ones specified as a set of concurrently executing UML state machines and by

76

UML 2.0 activity diagrams.

77

Symbolic model checking is an industrial strength computational technique.

78

There are many books covering the basics and advanced topics, for example

79

[12] to mention a recent one. Witnesses and counterexamples are recognised as

80

a main advantage of model checking. The pioneering work on linear witnesses

81

and counterexamples for branching-time logics was done in [9] and [30]. Viable

82

witnesses and counterexamples for ACTL were introduced in [21]. That work,

83

however, was influenced by [11].

84

The concept of bounded semantics was first proposed in [4].

Symbolic

85

Bounded Model Checking (BMC) has drawn attention as a SAT-based model

86

checking method for LTL [10]. Efficient BDD-based bounded state traversal was

87

first discussed in [7]. In [27], the BMC was extended to the universal fragment

88

of CTL. Recently, bounded semantics for the full set of CTL has been presented

89

[33], but, to our knowledge, no attempts exist to implement BDD-based BMC

90

for the full logic on a par with ACTLW.

4

91

CCS is an old but still a worthwhile formalism, which has recently gained

92

popularity as a valuable tool in modelling biological and biochemical systems

93

[28, 29]. Other on-going projects based on model checking CCS specifications

94

include detecting software malware behaviours [19] and model checking software

95

product lines [18].

96

The EST tool used to obtain the results for this paper is a rather academic

97

model checker. CADP from INRIA, mCRL2 from Technische Universiteit Eind-

98

hoven, and CWB-NC from SUNY at Stony Brook are more advanced, matured,

99

and well-known tools for analysing concurrent software systems described with

100

a process algebra. Among other interesting solutions for model checking action-

101

based models, let us also mention the Eclipse plug-in eTAPAs and the commer-

102

cial tool FDR4.

103

Formal verification of a railway crossing and railway signalling has been

104

addressed many times [5]. In this paper, we refer to the problem as formulated

105

in [6] and [24]. Some recent publications on this topic involving model checking

106

method are [8], [17], and [20].

107

3. Definitions

108

Definition 1. (Labelled transition system) A Labelled Transition System

109

(LTS) is a quadruple M = (S, Aτ , δ, sinit ) where:

110

 S is a non-empty set of states;

111

 Aτ is a non-empty set of actions containing observable actions and an

112

unobservable action τ ;

113

 δ ⊆ S × Aτ × S is the transition relation;

114

 sinit is the initial state.

115

Set of actions Aτ is called an alphabet. In contrast to [23], unobservable

116

action τ is here defined to be in the alphabet. LTS M = (S, Aτ , δ, sinit ) is finite

117

iff S and Aτ are finite sets.
5

118

A triple (s, α, s0 ) ∈ δ is called a transition with action α (shortly, an α-

119

transition) from state s to state s0 . A τ -transition is called an internal transition.

120

A transition that starts and ends in the same state is a loop. If (s, α, s0 ) ∈ δ

121

exists, then state s0 is a successor or, more precisely, an α-successor of state s,

122

and state s is a predecessor of state s0 . A state without successors is called a

123

deadlocked state.

124

A path π in an LTS is a finite or infinite alternating sequence of states

125

and actions s0 , a1 , s1 , a2 , s2 , ... such that it starts in a state and, for any two

126

successive states si and si+1 , (si , ai+1 , si+1 ) ∈ δ. We use notation π(i) for the

127

identification of particular states on the path π in such a way that π(0) is the

128

first state on π and π(i + 1) is the state on the path π immediately after the

129

state π(i). We use notation πi for the identification of particular actions on the

130

path π in such a way that πi is the action between states π(i−1) and π(i). The

131

number of actions on a finite path π is called the length of π. The sequence

132

of actions on the path π is denoted by act(π). A path with one state and no

133

transitions is an empty path. A path with at least one transition that starts

134

and ends in the same state is a cycle. Infinite paths and paths ending in a

135

deadlocked state are denoted as fullpaths. A state where an infinite path starts

136

such that all transitions on this path are internal transitions is a divergent state.

137

Let M = (S, Aτ , δ, sinit ) and M0 = (S 0 , Aτ , δ 0 , sinit ) be two LTSs with the

138

same alphabet and the same initial state. If S ⊆ S 0 and for all non-deadlocked

139

states s ∈ S, (s, a, s0 ) ∈ δ ⇔ (s, a, s0 ) ∈ δ 0 , then M0 is a prolonged LTS of

140

M. Informally, a prolonged LTS M0 is obtained from M by extending it with

141

additional transitions and states in such a way that none of the additional

142

transitions starts in a non-deadlocked state. For any LTS M, a prolonged LTS

143

always exists, i.e. M itself is a prolonged LTS of M. The set of all LTSs that

144

are prolonged LTS of M is denoted by M> .

145

Definition 2. (Action-based CTL with unless operator [22]) Let M =

146

(S, Aτ , δ, sinit ) be an arbitrary LTS. The syntax of ACTLW over M is defined

147

by the following grammar, where α ∈ Aτ is an arbitrary action, χ is an action

6

148

formula, ϕ is a state formula, γ is a path formula, E and A are path quantifiers,

149

and U and W are strict until and unless operators, respectively:

150

χ

::=

α | ¬χ | χ ∨ χ

ϕ

::=

true | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | E γ | A γ

γ

::=

[{χ}ϕ U {χ}ϕ] | [{χ}ϕ W {χ}ϕ]

151

A well-formed state formula is called an ACTLW formula. The semantics of

152

ACTLW over M is given by inductive definitions of the satisfaction of formula

153

χ by an action a ∈ Aτ (a |= χ), formula ϕ by a state s ∈ S (s |=M ϕ), and

154

formula γ by a fullpath π (π |=M γ) with the following rules:
a |= α

iff a = α;

a |= ¬χ

iff a 6|= χ;

a |= χ ∨ χ0

iff a |= χ or a |= χ0 ;

s |=M true

always;

155

s |=M ¬ϕ
s |=M ϕ ∨ ϕ0

iff s 6|=M ϕ;
iff s |=M ϕ or s |=M ϕ0 ;

s |=M E γ

iff a fullpath π exists in M such that π(0) = s and π |=M γ;

s |=M A γ

iff for all fullpaths π in M, π(0) = s =⇒ π |=M γ;

π |=M [{χ}ϕ U {χ0 }ϕ0 ]

iff there exists i ≥ 1 such that π(i) is a state on π,
πi |= χ0 and π(i) |=M ϕ0 and
for all j, 1 ≤ j ≤ i−1, πj |= χ and π(j) |=M ϕ;

156

π |=M [{χ}ϕ W {χ0 }ϕ0 ]

iff π |=M [{χ}ϕ U {χ0 }ϕ0 ] or for all i ≥1 such that
π(i) is a state on π, πi |= χ and π(i) |=M ϕ;

157

In action formulae, we write true for α∨¬α where α ∈ Aτ is some arbitrarily

158

chosen action. Moreover, in action and state formulae false stands for ¬true.

159

We will write χ∧χ0 for ¬(¬χ∨¬χ0 ) and ϕ∧ϕ0 for ¬(¬ϕ∨¬ϕ0 ). For convenience,

160

other standard Boolean operators can be derived and used as well. When LTS

161

M is clear from the context, we write s |= ϕ instead of s |=M ϕ. We say that

162

ACTLW formula ϕ holds in state s of LTS M iff s |=M ϕ. We say that LTS

163

M satisfies ACTLW formula ϕ (M |= ϕ) iff ϕ holds in the initial state of M.
7

164

Finally, a transition (s, α, s0 ) is called a χ-transition iff α |= χ, and it is called

165

a (χ, ϕ)-transition iff α |= χ and s0 |= ϕ. We call U and W strict operators

166

because the satisfaction of formula γ by a fullpath π does not depend on the

167

properties of state π(0).

168

169

170

Derived ACTLW operators are introduced in a similar way to CTL:
EX{χ} ϕ , E[{false}false U {χ} ϕ]

AX{χ} ϕ , A[{false}false W {χ} ϕ]

EF{χ} ϕ , E[{true}true U {χ} ϕ]

AF{χ} ϕ , A[{true}true U {χ} ϕ]

EG{χ} ϕ , E[{χ}ϕ W {false} false]

AG{χ} ϕ , A[{χ}ϕ W {false} false]

Theorem 1. (Equivalences of ACTLW operators [22])
E[{χ} ϕ W {χ0 } ϕ0 ] = E[{χ} ϕ U {χ0 } ϕ0 ] ∨ EG {χ}ϕ

171

A[{χ} ϕ U {χ0 } ϕ0 ] = A[{χ} ϕ W {χ0 } ϕ0 ] ∧ AF {χ0 }ϕ0



172

Corollary 1. The set {EU, EG, AW, AF} is an adequate set of ACTLW op-

173

erators, i.e. they are sufficient to express all the other ACTLW operators.



174

Efficient ACTLW syntactic abbreviations can be introduced by writing {χ}

175

instead of {χ} true and ϕ instead of {true} ϕ. By using these abbreviations,

176

the syntax of ACTLW resembles CTL syntax closely, while equivalences given

177

for CTL can be adapted directly to ACTLW. Here are some examples (see also

178

[22]):

179

EX{χ} , EX{χ} true

EX ϕ , EX{true} ϕ

E[{χ}U{χ0 }] , E[{χ}true U {χ0 }true]

E[ϕUϕ0 ] , E[{true} ϕ U {true} ϕ0 ]

EX{χ} = ¬AX{¬χ}

EX ϕ = ¬AX ¬ϕ

EF{χ} = ¬AG{¬χ}

EF ϕ = ¬AG ¬ϕ

E[{χ}W{χ0 }] = E[{χ} U {χ0 }] ∨ EG{χ}

E[ϕ W ϕ0 ] = E[ϕ U ϕ0 ] ∨ EG ϕ

180

181

Hennessy-Milner operators, which are often used in ACTL, can also be in-

182

troduced consistently in ACTLW. For ACTLW formula ϕ, strong variants of

183

these two operators are defined as:

184

< χ > ϕ , EX {χ} ϕ

[χ] ϕ , ¬EX {χ} ¬ϕ
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185

Using translation function actl2actlw defined in [22], all ACTL formulae can

186

be rendered by ACTLW formulae. For example, ACTL formula ∃(ϕχ Uχ0 ϕ0 )

187

is equivalent to ACTLW formula actl2actlw (ϕ) ∧ E [{χ ∨ τ } actl2actlw (ϕ)

188

U {χ0 ∧ ¬τ } actl2actlw (ϕ0 ) ]. Hence, ACTL model checking can be implemented

189

via ACTLW model checking. Moreover, non-strict ACTL operators can be con-

190

sidered as derived ACTLW operators and mixed with other ACTLW operators.

191

Using non-strict ACTL operators is especially beneficial in the formulae involv-

192

ing path operator A. For example, a widely used ACTL formula ∀G [χ] ϕ

193

expresses the property that globally, after each appearance of action a |= χ,

194

the reached state satisfies formula ϕ. ACTLW formula AG [χ] ϕ looks similar,

195

but it is not equivalent to it because AG is a strict operator and ignores the

196

satisfaction of subformula [χ] ϕ in the first state. Non-strict ACTL operator ∀F

197

is useful in practical examples for the same reason.

198

Theorem 2. (ACTLW formulae in deadlocked state [22]) In a dead-

199

locked state, formulae AX {χ} ϕ, EG {χ} ϕ, AG {χ} ϕ, E[{χ}ϕ W {χ0 } ϕ0 ], and

200

A[{χ}ϕ W {χ0 } ϕ0 ] hold for any χ and χ0 (including χ = false and χ0 = false)

201

and for any ϕ and ϕ0 (including ϕ = false and ϕ0 = false), while EX {χ} ϕ,

202

EF {χ} ϕ, AF {χ} ϕ, E[{χ}ϕ U {χ0 } ϕ0 ], and A[{χ}ϕ U {χ0 } ϕ0 ] do not hold

203

for any χ and χ0 (including χ = true and χ0 = true) and for any ϕ and ϕ0

204

(including ϕ = true and ϕ0 = true).

205

Proof. For a path π started in a deadlocked state, there does not exist i ≥ 1

206

such that π(i) is a state on π. Thus, according to Definition 2, ACTLW formulae

207

based on temporal operator W (AX, EG, AG, EW, and AW) are always

208

satisfied, while ACTLW formulae based on temporal operator U (EX, EF,

209

AF, EU, and AU) are never satisfied.



210

In a system with deadlocked states, ACTLW is capable of detecting and

211

distinguishing deadlocked and divergent states. The following patterns can be

212

used (already given in [22], however, the last formula there is incorrect):

213

 The state is a deadlocked state: AX {false}
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214

 In a strict future, a reachable deadlocked state exists: EF AX {false}

215

 The state is a divergent state: EX {true} ∧ EG {τ } EX {true}

216

 In a strict future, a reachable divergent state exists: EF (EX {true} ∧

217

EG {τ } EX {true})

218

Definition 3. (Diagnostic paths for ACTLW operators)

219

Let M = (S, Aτ , δ, sinit ) be a finite LTS, and ϕ an ACTLW formula in which

220

the outermost operator is one of the ACTLW operators. Diagnostic path dgnpth

221

for formula ϕ in a state s ∈ S is a path in M which begins in state s and is

222

formed as follows:

223

 If ϕ = E[{χ1 }ψ1 U {χ2 } ψ2 ], then dgnpth is a path consisting of a sequence

224

of zero or more (χ1 , ψ1 )-transitions which are not (χ2 , ψ2 )-transitions, fol-

225

lowed by a (χ2 , ψ2 )-transition;

226

 If ϕ = EG {χ1 } ψ1 , then dgnpth is a path consisting of a sequence of zero

227

or more (χ1 , ψ1 )-transitions finished in a deadlocked state or followed by

228

a cycle of (χ1 , ψ1 )-transitions;

229

 If ϕ = A[{χ1 }ψ1 W{χ2 }ψ2 ], then dgnpth is a path consisting of a sequence

230

of zero or more (χ1 , ψ1 )-transitions which are not (χ2 , ψ2 )-transitions, fol-

231

lowed by a transition which is neither a (χ1 , ψ1 )-transition nor a (χ2 , ψ2 )-

232

transition;

233

 If ϕ = AF {χ1 } ψ1 , then dgnpth is a path consisting of a sequence of

234

zero or more transitions which are not (χ1 , ψ1 )-transitions, finished in

235

a deadlocked state or followed by a cycle of transitions which are not

236

(χ1 , ψ1 )-transitions.

237

Diagnostic paths are a convenient mechanism in algorithms for generating

238

witnesses and counterexamples. Please note that they are defined for the in-

239

dividual operators and not for the composed ACTLW formulae. For a given

240

formula, several different diagnostic paths can exist in the given state. In prac-

241

tice, the shortest one is the best.
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242

Theorem 3. ACTLW formulae ϕ = E[{χ1 }ψ1 U {χ2 } ψ2 ] and ϕ = EG {χ1 } ψ1 ,

243

respectively, hold in a state s in an LTS M iff a diagnostic path exists in s for

244

formula ϕ. ACTLW formulae ϕ = A[{χ1 }ψ1 W {χ2 } ψ2 ] and ϕ = AF {χ1 } ψ1 ,

245

respectively, do not hold in a state s in an LTS M iff a diagnostic path exists

246

in s for formula ϕ.

247

Proof. By observing the definitions of ACTLW operators.

248

E[{χ1 }ψ1 U {χ2 } ψ2 ] holds in s iff a fullpath π exists, starting in s, such that

249

for some i ≥ 1, π(i) is a state on π, πi |= χ2 , and π(i) |=M ψ2 , and for all j,

250

1 ≤ j ≤ i−1, πj |= χ1 and π(j) |=M ψ1 . Formula s |= EG {χ1 } ψ1 holds in s iff a

251

fullpath π exists, starting in s, such that for all i ≥ 1, if π(i) is a state on π, then

252

πi |= χ1 and π(i) |=M ψ1 . Formula s 6|= A[{χ1 }ψ1 W {χ2 } ψ2 ] holds in s iff a

253

fullpath π exists, starting in s, such that for some i ≥ 1, π(i) is a state on π and

254

πi 6|= χ1 or π(i) 6|=M ψ1 , and for all i ≥ 1, if π(i) is a state on π, then πi 6|= χ2 ,

255

π(i) 6|=M ψ2 , or there exists j, 1 ≤ j ≤ i−1, such that πj 6|= χ1 or π(j) 6|=M ψ1 .

256

Formula s 6|= AF {χ1 } ψ1 holds in s iff a fullpath π exists, starting in s, such

257

that for all i ≥ 1, if π(i) is a state on π, then πi 6|= χ1 or π(i) 6|=M ϕ1 . The

258

fullpaths, or initial parts of the fullpaths, derived from Definition 2 correspond

259

to diagnostic paths stated in Definition 3.

Formula s |=



260

Whereas the definitions and theorems given so far are sufficient to found

261

regular model checking, they are short in the case of BMC. During a stepwise

262

composition of a system, it must be known in every step whether the property

263

holds for the complete system, does not hold, or rather the system needs to

264

be composed further in order to be able to take the decision. The semantics

265

given in Definition 2 is not adequate to answer this question (see the example

266

in Section 6). Thus, we enhanced the semantics with the notions of inevitable

267

satisfaction and dissatisfaction, which go along with a typical state-space search

268

algorithm, where in every step, the obtained LTS is a prolonged LTS of the one

269

obtained a step before. The resulting bounded semantics is capable to be a basis

270

for symbolic BMC.
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271

Definition 4. (Bounded semantics for ACTLW) Let M = (S, Aτ , δ, sinit )

272

be an LTS and ϕ an ACTLW formula. The inevitable satisfaction of ϕ by M

273

(M |=∀ ϕ) and inevitable dissatisfaction of ϕ by M (M |=∅ ϕ) is determined by

274

inevitable satisfaction of ϕ in its initial state, i.e. M |=∀ ϕ iff sinit |=∀M ϕ, and

275

inevitable dissatisfaction of ϕ in its initial state, i.e. M |=∅ ϕ iff sinit |=∅M ϕ,

276

respectively, where the inevitable satisfaction of state formula ϕ in a state s

277

(s |=∀M ϕ), the inevitable dissatisfaction of state formula ϕ in a state s (s |=∅M ϕ),

278

the inevitable satisfaction of path formula γ by a fullpath π (π |=∀M γ), and the

279

inevitable dissatisfaction of path formula γ by a fullpath π (π |=∅M γ) are defined

280

inductively with the following rules:
s |=∀M true

always;

s |=∅M true

never;

s |=∀M ¬ϕ

iff s |=∅M ϕ;

s |=∅M ¬ϕ

iff s |=∀M ϕ;

s |=∀M ϕ ∨ ϕ0

iff s |=∀M ϕ or s |=∀M ϕ0 ;

s |=∅M ϕ ∨ ϕ0

iff s |=∅M ϕ and s |=∅M ϕ0 ;

281

s |=∀M E γ

iff a fullpath π exists in M such that π(0) = s and π|=∀M γ;

s |=∅M E γ

iff for all fullpaths π in M, π(0) = s =⇒ π |=∅M γ;

s |=∀M A γ

iff for all fullpaths π in M, π(0) = s =⇒ π |=∀M γ;

s |=∅M A γ

iff a fullpath π exists in M such that π(0) = s and π|=∅M γ;

π |=∀M [{χ}ϕ U {χ0 }ϕ0 ]

iff there exists i ≥1 such that π(i) is a state on π,
πi |= χ0 and π(i) |=∀M ϕ0
and for all j, 1 ≤ j ≤ i−1, πj |= χ and π(j) |=∀M ϕ;

π |=∅M [{χ}ϕ U {χ0 }ϕ0 ]

iff π is not an empty path, and for all i ≥1 such that

282

π(i) is a state on π, πi 6|= χ0 or π(i) |=∅M ϕ0 , and if
π(i) is a deadlocked state, then also πi 6|= χ or
π(i) |=∅M ϕ, or there exists j, 1 ≤ j ≤ i−1, such that
πj 6|= χ or π(j) |=∅M ϕ;

12

π |=∀M [{χ}ϕ W {χ0 }ϕ0 ]

iff π |=∀M [{χ}ϕ U {χ0 }ϕ0 ] or π is an infinite path
and for all i ≥1, πi |= χ and π(i) |=∀M ϕ;

283

π |=∅M [{χ}ϕ W {χ0 }ϕ0 ]

iff π |=∅M [{χ}ϕ U {χ0 }ϕ0 ] and there exists i ≥1
such that π(i) is a state on π and
πi 6|= χ or π(i) |=∅M ϕ.

284

Theorem 4. (Inevitable satisfaction and inevitable dissatisfaction) If

285

ACTLW formula ϕ is inevitably satisfied by LTS M, then all prolonged LTSs of

286

M satisfy ϕ. If ACTLW formula ϕ is inevitably dissatisfied by LTS M , then

287

none of the prolonged LTSs of M satisfy ϕ.

288

Proof. We must show that for every LTS M0 ∈ M> , sinit |=∀M ϕ =⇒ sinit |=M0

289

ϕ, and sinit |=∅M ϕ =⇒ sinit 6|=M0 ϕ. The proof is a straightforward application

290

of the following two lemmas.

291

Lemma 1: For every state s in every LTS M, s |=∀M ϕ =⇒ s |=M ϕ and

292

s |=∅M ϕ =⇒ s 6|=M ϕ.

293

Lemma 2: For every state s in every LTS M, if s |=∀M ϕ, then for every M0 ∈

294

M> , s |=∀M0 ϕ, and if s |=∅M ϕ, then for every M0 ∈ M> , s |=∅M0 ϕ.

295

Both lemmas can be proved by induction on the structure of formula ϕ, but

296

the proof is lengthy. Thus, here, we only give the most interesting parts of the

297

proof of Lemma 2. The complete proof is given in Appendix A.

298

To prove the first assertion of Lemma 2 for ϕ = ¬ϑ, suppose that s |=∀M ¬ϑ.

299

By Definition 4, s |=∅M ϑ. By the induction hypothesis, for every M0 ∈ M> ,

300

s |=∅M0 ϑ and hence, s |=∀M0 ¬ϑ.

301

To prove the first assertion of Lemma 2 for ϕ = ϑ∨ϑ0 , suppose that s |=∀M ϑ∨

302

ϑ0 . By Definition 4, s |=∀M ϑ or s |=∀M ϑ0 . By the induction hypothesis, for every

303

M0 ∈ M> , s |=∀M0 ϑ, or for every M0 ∈ M> , s |=∀M0 ϑ0 . From this, for every

304

M0 ∈ M> , s |=∀M0 ϑ or s |=∀M0 ϑ0 (but not vice versa!) and thus s |=∀M0 ϑ ∨ ϑ0 .

305

To prove the first assertion of Lemma 2 for ACTLW operator EU, suppose

306

that s |=∀M E [{χ}ϑ U {χ0 }ϑ0 ]. By Definition 4, a fullpath π starts in s in M
13

307

such that, for some i ≥ 1, π(i) is a state on π, πi |= χ0 , π(i) |=∀M ϑ0 , and for all

308

j, 1 ≤ j ≤ i − 1, πj |= χ and π(j) |=∀M ϑ. By the definition of the prolonged

309

LTS, state s and path π also exist in every M0 ∈ M> (but π may not be a

310

fullpath there). By the induction hypothesis, for every M0 ∈ M> , π(i) |=∀M0 ϑ0

311

if π(i) |=∀M ϑ0 and also π(j) |=∀M0 ϑ if π(j) |=∀M ϑ. Now, let us observe fullpath

312

π 0 starting in s in M0 such that π is a prefix of π 0 . Obviously, such π 0 always

313

exists, and the assertions required for s |=∀M0 E [{χ}ϑ U {χ0 }ϑ0 ] are valid for it.

314

To prove the second assertion of Lemma 2 for ACTLW operator EU, suppose

315

that s |=∅M E [{χ}ϑ U {χ0 }ϑ0 ]. By Definition 4, for all fullpaths π which start

316

in s, π is not an empty path, and for all i ≥1 such that π(i) is a state on π, (a)

317

πi 6|= χ0 or π(i) |=∅M ϑ0 , and if π(i) is a deadlocked state, then also πi 6|= χ or

318

π(i) |=∅M ϑ, or (b) there exists j, 1 ≤ j ≤ i−1, such that πj 6|= χ or π(j) |=∅M ϑ.

319

By the definition of the prolonged LTS, state s also exists in every M0 ∈ M> ,

320

and for every fullpath π 0 starting in s in every M0 ∈ M> , a path π exists in

321

M such that π is the same as π 0 or π is a prefix of π 0 , and π is a fullpath in

322

M. If π is not an empty path, then π 0 is not an empty path either. By the

323

induction hypothesis, for every M0 ∈ M> , π(i) |=∅M0 ϑ0 if π(i) |=∅M ϑ0 , and also

324

π(j) |=∅M0 ϑ if π(j) |=∅M ϑ. If π is an infinite fullpath in M, then π 0 = π and the

325

assertions required for s |=∅M0 E [{χ}ϑ U {χ0 }ϑ0 ] are clearly valid for it. Now,

326

suppose that π is a finite fullpath in M, and that for every state on it, (a) or (b)

327

is valid. Moreover, let (a’) and (b’) denote assertions analogous to (a) and (b),

328

respectively, required for s |=∅M0 E [{χ}ϑ U {χ0 }ϑ0 ]. Obviously, (a’) or (b’) is

329

valid for all those states on path π 0 that are also states on path π. Furthermore,

330

if (b) is valid for some state on π, then (b’) is valid for every state on π 0 that is

331

not included in π. On the other hand, if (a) is valid for every state on π, then,

332

again, (b’) is valid for every state on π 0 that is not included in π because it is

333

preceded by a state that is a deadlocked state on π.



334

An LTS without deadlocked states either inevitably satisfies or inevitably

335

dissatisfies an ACTLW formula. On the other hand, if LTS M contains dead-

336

locked states, it can also appear that it neither inevitably satisfies nor inevitably

14

337

dissatisfies a particular ACTLW formula ϕ. This happens because the negation

338

of M |=∀ ϕ (i.e. M 6|=∀ ϕ) requires that some (but not necessarily all) of pro-

339

longed LTSs of M do not satisfy ϕ and, therefore, M |=∅ ϕ 6⇔ M 6|=∀ ϕ. Also,

340

the negation of M |=∅ ϕ (i.e. M 6|=∅ ϕ) requires that some (but not necessarily

341

all) of prolonged LTSs of M satisfy ϕ and, therefore, M |=∀ ϕ 6⇔ M 6|=∅ ϕ. On

342

the other hand, M |=∀ ϕ ⇔ M |=∅ ¬ϕ and M |=∅ ϕ ⇔ M |=∀ ¬ϕ. Furthermore,

343

M |=∀ true holds for all M, while M |=∅ true does not hold for any M. Finally,

344

for M consisting of a single deadlocked state formula true is the only inevitably

345

satisfied ACTLW formula, while formula ¬true is the only inevitably dissatisfied

346

ACTLW formula.

347

Example 1. Let us have two LTSs with s0 being the initial state, as shown in

348

Fig. 1. Please note that the right LTS is a prolonged LTS of the left one.
s0
a

s0
a

a
s5

a

a
a

s1

s2

a

s5

s2

s1

c
s3

c

a

s3

s4

(a)

c

b

a
a
a

s4

b

s6

c

s7

(b)

Figure 1: (a) LTS M containing two deadlocked states and (b) LTS M0 which is one of the
prolonged LTSs of M

349

1. M |= EG {a} and M |=∀ EG {a}, and M 6|=∅ EG {a}

350

Path s0 , a, s1 , a, s5 , a, s1 , ... exists, containing only a-transitions. This can-

351

not be changed by adding new transitions, thus EG {a} is inevitably sat-

352

isfied by M.

353

2. M 6|= EF {b} and M 6|=∀ EF {b}, and M 6|=∅ EF {b}

354

There is no b-transition in M, Notwithstanding this, a prolonged LTS

355

(e.g. the given one) may satisfy EF {b}.

356

3. M 6|= AF {b} and M 6|=∀ AF {b}, and M |=∅ AF {b}
15

357

Path s0 , a, s1 , a, s5 , a, s1 , ... exists, which does not contain any b-transition.

358

This cannot be changed by adding new transitions, and, thus, AF {b} is

359

inevitably dissatisfied by M .

360

4. M |= AG {a ∨ c} and M 6|=∀ AG {a ∨ c}, and M 6|=∅ AG {a ∨ c}

361

All transitions in M are a-transitions or c-transitions. Notwithstanding

362

this, a prolonged LTS (e.g. the given one) may not satisfy AG {a ∨ c}.

363

Example 2. Let us observe LTS M given in Fig. 1a. ACTLW formula

364

ϕ =< a >< c > AX {f alse} ∨ < a >< c > ¬AX {f alse} is not inevitably satisfied

365

by it, because neither < a >< c > AX {f alse} nor < a >< c > ¬AX {f alse} is

366

inevitably satisfied by it. However, all prolonged LTSs of M satisfy ϕ. This

367

example demonstrates why the converse of Theorem 4 is not true. Neverthe-

368

less, such cases, in which all prolonged LTSs of M satisfy ϕ but this is not

369

detected with the notion of inevitable satisfaction, are rare, and they do not

370

limit practical usability of the BMC approach which is based on Theorem 4.

371

4. Symbolic model checking algorithms

372

ACTLW model checking is a problem of finding out whether an LTS M

373

satisfies ACTLW formula ϕ. This is a decidable problem for finite LTSs. The

374

global model checking algorithm calculates the set of all states of LTS M where

375

ACTLW formula ϕ holds and then checks whether the initial state of M belongs

376

to this set. A modification of this (unbounded) approach is BMC. There, only

377

paths with a maximal length of k are being checked. Due to the bounding,

378

BMC is more of a falsification than a verification of properties. Nevertheless,

379

the bound can be incremented successively until the result is obtained.

380

We start by describing the general idea of the ACTLW model checking algo-

381

rithms. Despite many operators and abbreviations, the syntax of ACTLW can

382

be managed easily by using the simple BNF-style rules in Fig. 2 (to be extended

383

for a more complex parser allowing derived Boolean operators, Hennessy-Milner

384

operators, and ACTL operators). Regarding the semantics, the algorithms can
16

385

be derived from fixed-point characterisations of ACTLW operators in a similar

386

way to CTL [12]. Any adequate set of ACTLW operators could be the basis.

387

However, the implementation based on operators EU, EG, AW, and AF is

388

advantageous over the straightforward implementation via operators EU, EW,

389

AU, and AW. Besides having less parameters, operators EG and AF also

390

have a nice property that their linear witnesses and counterexamples, respec-

391

tively, are always fullpaths in the given LTS, while a linear witness for EW and

392

a linear counterexample for AU can be a fullpath or just a part of a fullpath,

393

which increases the implementation complexity. Finally, all the operators can

394

be resolved either with determining the least or the greatest fixed point. For

395

operators EU and AF we can start with the empty set of states (least fixed

396

point) and, during the calculation, add more and more valid states, or we can

397

start with the set of all states (greatest fixed point) and, during the calculation,

398

remove them in such a way that less and less invalid states remain in the set.

399

For operators EG and AW we can start with the empty set of states (least

400

fixed point) and, during the calculation, add more and more invalid states, or

401

we can start with the set of all states (greatest fixed point) and, during the

402

calculation, remove them in such a way that less and less valid states remain in

403

the set.
<ACTION> ::= ’FALSE’ | ’TRUE’ | ’TAU’ | visible_action | ’(’ <ACTION> ’)’ |
’NOT’ <ACTION> |
<ACTION> ’AND’ <ACTION> | <ACTION> ’OR’ <ACTION>
<ACTLW> ::= ’FALSE’ | ’TRUE’ |
’(’ <ACTLW> ’)’ | ’NOT’ <ACTLW> | <ACTLW> ’AND’ <ACTLW> |
<ACTLW> ’OR’ <ACTLW> | ’E’ ’[’ <PART> ’U’ <PART> ’]’ |
’A’ ’[’ <PART> ’U’ <PART> ’]’ | ’E’ ’[’ <PART> ’W’ <PART> ’]’ |
’A’ ’[’ <PART> ’W’ <PART> ’]’ | ’EX’ <PART> | ’AX’ <PART> |
’EF’ <PART> | ’AF’ <PART> | ’EG’ <PART> | ’AG’ <PART>
<PART> ::= ’{’ <ACTION> ’}’ <ACTLW> | ’{’ <ACTION> ’}’ | <ACTLW>
Figure 2: Syntactic rules for a simple ACTLW parser
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404

For bounded ACTLW model checking we assume that the system is given

405

as a set of components which are not composed yet. The main goal is to avoid

406

creating the full composition, and instead, create only a part of it which allows

407

to take the decision about the satisfaction of the given ACTLW formulae. The

408

proposed algorithm has the following structure:

409

 The composition is created step by step, such that the LTS obtained in

410

step k is a prolonged LTS of the one obtained in step k − 1. In step 1, the

411

set of reached states contains only the initial state of the system. In step

412

k, all those, and only those, states of the system are contained in the set

413

of reached states which are reachable from the initial state with at most

414

k − 1 transitions.

415

 After each composition step, inevitable satisfaction and inevitable dissat-

416

isfaction are checked for the subsystem consisting of all the reached states

417

and transitions; if inevitable satisfaction or inevitable dissatisfaction of the

418

ACTLW formula is confirmed, then, according to Theorem 4, the result is

419

known and the algorithm terminates.

420

 If the system is fully composed and the definite answer about the satisfac-

421

tion of the ACTLW formula is still not obtained, then the regular model

422

checking is applied to obtain it.

423

Further in this section we discuss the details of the BDD-based implemen-

424

tation of symbolic model checking. With symbolic model checking, the states

425

and actions of the LTS are encoded with Boolean vectors, while sets of states,

426

sets of actions, and transition relations are represented with Boolean functions

427

called characteristic functions. BDD-based symbolic model checkers use Binary

428

Decision Diagrams (BDDs) to manipulate Boolean functions, and use fixpoint

429

computation to check the satisfaction of a given temporal formula by a given

430

LTS. We write cf S(r) to denote the characteristic function of set of states S

431

encoded with variables r0 , r1 , ..., cf A(a) to denote the characteristic function

432

of set of actions A encoded with variables a0 , a1 , ..., and cf δ(r, a, s) to de18

433

note the characteristic function of transition relation δ encoded with variables

434

r0 , r1 , ..., a0 , a1 , ..., s0 , s1 , .... In this section, we present only the main algo-

435

rithms, the generation of diagnostics is covered in Section 5. We start by two

436

theorems.

437

Theorem 5. (Fixed-point characterisation of ACTLW operators [22])

438

Let M = (S, Aτ , δ, sinit ) be an LTS, and let Sd denote the set of all deadlocked

439

states in M. For action formula χ let |χ| denote the set of actions a such that

440

a |= χ. For state formula ϕ let |ϕ|M denote the set of states p in M such that

441

p |=M ϕ. Furthermore, for set of actions A and set of states P let ||A,P ||M

442

denote the set of transitions (p, a, p0 ) in M such that a ∈ A and p0 ∈ P . Finally,

443

let Φ∃ and Φ∀ be functions 2S×Aτ ×S −→ 2S over M = (S, Aτ , δ, sinit ) such

444

that, for T ⊆ δ, p ∈ Φ∃ (T ) iff ∃a ∈ Aτ ∃p0 ∈ S . (p, a, p0 ) ∈ δ ∧ (p, a, p0 ) ∈ T and

445

p ∈ Φ∀ (T ) iff ∀a ∈ Aτ ∀p0 ∈ S . (p, a, p0 ) ∈ δ =⇒ (p, a, p0 ) ∈ T . Then, satisfaction

446

of ACTLW operators EU, EG, AW, and AF can be characterised with the

447

following expressions, where lfp and gfp denote the least and the greatest fixed

448

points, respectively.
|E[{χ}ϕ U {χ0 } ϕ0 ]|M =
= lfp Z . Φ∃ (|||χ0 |, |ϕ0 |M ||M ∪ (|||χ|, |ϕ|M ||M ∩ ||Aτ , Z ||M )) =
= lfp Z . ( Φ∃ (|||χ0 |, |ϕ0 |M ||M ) ∪ Φ∃ (|||χ|, |ϕ|M ||M ∩ ||Aτ , Z ||M ) )
|EG{χ} ϕ|M = gfp Z . (Φ∃ (|||χ|, |ϕ|M ||M ∩ ||Aτ , Z ||M ) ∪ Sd )

449

|A[{χ}ϕ W {χ0 } ϕ0 ]|M =
= gfp Z . Φ∀ (|||χ0 |, |ϕ0 |M ||M ∪ (|||χ|, |ϕ|M ||M ∩ ||Aτ , Z ||M )) =
= S − lfp Z . Φ∃ (δ − (|||χ0 |, |ϕ0 |M ||M ∪ (|||χ|, |ϕ|M ||M ∩ ||Aτ , (S − Z) ||M ))) =
= S − lfp Z . ( Φ∃ ((δ − |||χ0 |, |ϕ0 |M ||M ) ∩ (δ − |||χ|, |ϕ|M ||M )) ∪
Φ∃ ((δ − |||χ0 |, |ϕ0 |M ||M ) ∩ ||Aτ , Z ||M ) )
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|AF{χ} ϕ|M =
= lfp Z . (Φ∀ (|||χ|, |ϕ|M ||M ∪ ||Aτ , Z ||M ) − Sd ) =
450

= S − gfp Z . (Φ∃ (δ − (|||χ|, |ϕ|M ||M ∪ ||Aτ , (S − Z) ||M )) ∪ Sd ) =
= S − gfp Z . (Φ∃ ((δ − |||χ|, |ϕ|M ||M ) ∩ ||Aτ , Z ||M ) ∪ Sd )



451

We do not have a complete proof for Theorem 5. We have obtained it by

452

starting with formulae deducted from Definition 2 and reorganising them to

453

show the symmetry between operators EU and AW and between operators

454

EG and AF. Please note that for any x, y ⊆ δ, Φ∃ (x) = S − Φ∀ (δ − x),

455

Φ∀ (x) = S −Φ∃ (δ−x), Φ∃ (x∪y) = Φ∃ (x)∪Φ∃ (y), and Φ∀ (x∩y) = Φ∀ (x)∩Φ∀ (y).

456

Moreover, lfp Z . f (Z) = S − gfp Z . (S − f (S − Z)) and gfp Z . f (Z) =

457

S −lfpZ .(S −f (S −Z)) (Park’s dual fixpoint theorem for monotone functions on

458

complete Boolean lattices), and for any z ⊆ S: δ − ||Aτ , (S − z) ||M = ||Aτ , z ||M .

459

Theorem 6. (Fixed-point characterisation of ACTLW operators re-

460

garding bounded semantics) Let us use the premises from Theorem 5, and

461

∅
∀
and |ϕ|M
denote the set of states p in M such that p |=∀M ϕ and
let |ϕ|M

462

p |=∅M ϕ, respectively. Then, inevitable satisfaction and inevitable dissatisfac-

463

tion of ACTLW operators EU, EG, AW, and AF can be characterised with

464

the following expressions, where lfp and gfp denote the least and the greatest

465

fixed points, respectively.
∀
=
|E[{χ}ϕ U {χ0 } ϕ0 ]|M
∀
∀
= lfp Z . ( Φ∃ (|||χ0 |, |ϕ0 |M
||M ) ∪ Φ∃ (|||χ|, |ϕ|M
||M ∩ ||Aτ , Z ||M ) )
∅
|E[{χ}ϕ U {χ0 } ϕ0 ]|M
=

466

∅
∅
= S − lfp Z . ( Φ∃ (|||χ0 |, S − |ϕ0 |M
||M ) ∪ Φ∃ (|||χ|, S − |ϕ|M
||M ∩ ||Aτ , Z ||M ) ∪ Sd )
∀
∀
|EG{χ} ϕ|M
= gfp Z . Φ∃ (|||χ|, |ϕ|M
||M ∩ ||Aτ , Z ||M )
∅
∅
|EG{χ} ϕ|M
= S − gfp Z . Φ∃ (|||χ|, S − |ϕ|M
||M ∩ ||Aτ , Z ||M )

20

∀
|A[{χ}ϕ W {χ0 } ϕ0 ]|M
=
∀
∀
= gfp Z . ( Φ∀ (|||χ0 |, |ϕ0 |M
||M ∪ (|||χ|, |ϕ|M
||M ∩ ||Aτ , Z ||M )) − Sd ) =
∀
∀
= S − lfp Z . ( Φ∃ ((δ − |||χ0 |, |ϕ0 |M
||M ) ∩ (δ − |||χ|, |ϕ|M
||M )) ∪
∀
Φ∃ ((δ − |||χ0 |, |ϕ0 |M
||M ) ∩ ||Aτ , Z ||M ) ∪ Sd )
∅
|A[{χ}ϕ W {χ0 } ϕ0 ]|M
=
∅
∅
= S − gfp Z . Φ∀ (|||χ0 |, S − |ϕ0 |M
||M ∪ (|||χ|, S − |ϕ|M
||M ∩ ||Aτ , Z ||M )) =
∅
∅
= lfp Z . ( Φ∃ ((δ − |||χ0 |, S − |ϕ0 |M
||M ) ∩ (δ − |||χ|, S − |ϕ|M
||M )) ∪
467

∅
||M ) ∩ ||Aτ , Z ||M ) )
Φ∃ ((δ − |||χ0 |, S − |ϕ0 |M
∀
=
|AF{χ} ϕ|M
∀
||M ∪ ||Aτ , Z ||M ) − Sd ) =
= lfp Z . ( Φ∀ (|||χ|, |ϕ|M
∀
||M ) ∩ ||Aτ , Z ||M ) ∪ Sd )
= S − gfp Z . ( Φ∃ ((δ − |||χ|, |ϕ|M
∅
=
|AF{χ} ϕ|M
∅
||M ∪ ||Aτ , Z ||M ) =
= S − lfp Z . Φ∀ (|||χ|, S − |ϕ|M
∅
||M ) ∩ ||Aτ , Z ||M )
= gfp Z . Φ∃ ((δ − |||χ|, S − |ϕ|M



468

Theorem 6 is obtained from Definition 4 in the same way as Theorem 5 is

469

obtained from Definition 2. Again, the formal proof is left out for further work.

470

Please note that the consistency of Theorems 5 and 6 has been confirmed by

471

examples examined with a prototype model checker.

472

Now, we are ready to present algorithms for the regular model checking.

473

Let LTS M = (S, Aτ , δ, sinit ), and let ∧, =⇒, ∃, and ∀ be standard Boolean

474

operators. Here are functions EX and AX for calculating Φ∃ and Φ∀ used in

475

Theorem 5 for an arbitrary δ and T ⊆ δ:

476

EX (cf δ(r, a, s), cf T (r, a, s) ) { return ∃a ∃s . (cf δ(r, a, s) ∧ cf T (r, a, s)); }

477

AX (cf δ(r, a, s), cf T (r, a, s) ) { return ∀a ∀s . (cf δ(r, a, s) =⇒ cf T (r, a, s)); }

478

If cf T (r, a, s) = cf δ(r, a, s) ∧ Θ(a, s) for some Θ(a, s), then Φ∃ and Φ∀ can be calcu-

479

lated directly by using Θ(a, s):

21

480

EX (cf δ(r, a, s), cf δ(r, a, s) ∧ Θ(a, s)) { return ∃a ∃s . (cf δ(r, a, s) ∧ Θ(a, s)); }

481

AX (cf δ(r, a, s), cf δ(r, a, s) ∧ Θ(a, s)) { return ∀a ∀s . (cf δ(r, a, s) =⇒ Θ(a, s)); }

482

Evidently, we propose the usage of the adequate set of operators {EU, EG, AW,

483

AF}. All the other operators are derived from them. Operators EX and AX, however,

484

can be implemented more directly . Let |EX[{χ} ϕ]|M and |AX[{χ} ϕ]|M be the sets

485

of states of M in which formula EX[{χ} ϕ] and AX[{χ} ϕ] holds, respectively, and let

486

r → s denote variables’ substitution, such that each ri is substituted with si . Then:
cf |EX[{χ} ϕ]|M = EX(cf δ(r, a, s), cf δ(r, a, s) ∧ (cf χ(a) ∧ cf ϕ(r))r→s )

487

cf |AX[{χ} ϕ]|M = AX(cf δ(r, a, s), cf δ(r, a, s) ∧ (cf χ(a) ∧ cf ϕ(r))r→s )
488

Now, we give algorithms for resolving ACTLW operators from the chosen adequate

489

set which, in fact, are an iterative calculation of the fixed points from Theorem 5. In

490

order to make the code clearer, we introduce function NEXT, which corresponds to

491

the calculation of Φ∃ over a particular LTS. It produces the result by combining the

492

given formula cf δ and the given formula Θ with function EX:

493

NEXT (cf δ(r, a, s), Θ(a, r)) = EX (cf δ(r, a, s), cf δ(r, a, s) ∧ Θ(a, r)r→s ).

494

The algorithm for resolving operator EU (Fig. 3) takes transition relation δ,

495

two sets of states where formulae ϕ and ϕ0 hold, respectively, sets of actions for which

496

action formulae χ and respectively χ0 hold, and returns the set of states where formula

497

E[{χ}ϕ U {χ0 } ϕ0 ] holds – in fact, it takes and returns the characteristic functions of

498

these sets. This algorithm was already given in [22], but it is repeated here in order to

499

keep the paper self-contained. Because lfp is calculated, the fixed points’ calculation

500

starts with an empty set. Therefore, the set ||Aτ , Z ||M is also empty, and Z is equal

501

to the set Φ∃ (|||χ0 |, |ϕ0 |M ||M ) in the first step. The set |||χ|, |ϕ|M ||M is pre-calculated

502

and stored into variable funct1. The algorithm for resolving operator EG is given

503

in Fig. 4. It is derived in a similar manner, and it is significantly simpler than the

504

algorithm for resolving operator EW described in [22].

505

The algorithms for resolving operators AW and AF resemble those for resolving

506

operators EU and EG, respectively. To resolve operator AW, the first two lines of

507

the algorithm in Fig. 3 (the result will be the set of invalid states!) should be changed

508

to become:

22

Resolve EU ( cf δ(r, a, s), cf χ(a), cf ϕ(r), cf χ0 (a), cf ϕ0 (r) )
{
f unct1 = AND (cf χ, cf ϕ);
f unct2 = NEXT (cf δ, AND (cf χ0 , cf ϕ0 ));
Z = f unct2;
last = 1;
while (Z ! = last) {
last = Z;
Z = OR(f unct2, NEXT (cf δ, AND (f unct1, Z)));
}
return Z;
}
Figure 3: An efficient algorithm for resolving operator EU

Resolve EG ( cf δ(r, a, s), cf χ(a), cf ϕ(r) )
{
f unct = AND (cf χ, cf ϕ);
Z = 1;
last = 0;
while (Z ! = last) {
last = Z;
Z = OR(cf Sd , NEXT (cf δ, AND (f unct, Z)));
}
return Z;
}
Figure 4: An efficient algorithm for resolving operator EG

509

f unct1 = NOT (AND (cf χ0 , cf ϕ0 ));

510

f unct2 = NEXT (cf δ, AND (f unct1, (NOT (AND (cf χ, cf ϕ)))));

511

Resolving operator AF can be done with the algorithm in Fig. 4 (the result will be a

512

set of invalid states!) where the first line is changed to become:
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513

f unct = NOT (AND (cf χ, cf ϕ));

514

The algorithms for calculating the set of states where the given ACTLW formula

515

is inevitably satisfied or inevitably dissatisfied can be derived by following Theorem 6

516

in the same way as the results from Theorem 5 are followed to obtain the global model

517

checking algorithms.

518

5. Witnesses and counterexamples

519

In practice, a structure which suffices as a proof that a system satisfies or does

520

not satisfy a given temporal logic formula is called a witness or a counterexample, re-

521

spectively. Because ACTLW formulae express properties regarding actions in an LTS,

522

witnesses and counterexamples for this logic are defined as structures over actions. For

523

some ACTLW formulae, witnesses and counterexamples can be as simple as sequences

524

of actions.

525

Definition 5. (Linear witness and linear counterexample for ACTLW) A

526

sequence of actions η is a linear witness for ACTLW formula ϕ iff M |= ϕ for every

527

LTS M that includes a fullpath π starting in its initial state, such that act(π) = η.

528

A sequence of actions η is a linear counterexample for ACTLW formula ϕ iff η is a

529

linear witness for ¬ϕ. For a state s in an LTS M, a sequence of actions η is a linear

530

witness for s |=M ϕ iff η is a linear witness for ϕ and there exists a path π in M, such

531

that s = π(0), η = act(π), and π is a fullpath in M, or every sequence of actions such

532

that η is its prefix is a linear witness for ϕ. For a state s in an LTS M, a sequence of

533

actions η is a linear counterexample for s |=M ϕ iff η is a linear witness for s |=M ¬ϕ.

534

The satisfaction of ACTLW formulae which are tautologies or contradictions does

535

not depend on the LTS over which they are interpreted. Hence, for such cases, we

536

cannot maintain that the inclusion of a particular path determines their satisfaction.

537

Therefore, a notion of trivial linear witness and counterexample is introduced.

538

Definition 6. (Trivial linear witness and trivial linear counterexample for

539

ACTLW) If ACTLW formula ϕ is a tautology, then an empty sequence of actions

540

is a (trivial) linear witness for ϕ, and also for s |=M ϕ for every state s in every LTS

541

M. If ACTLW formula ϕ is a contradiction, then an empty sequence of actions is a
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542

(trivial) linear counterexample for ϕ, and also for s |=M ϕ for every state s in every

543

LTS M.

544

Definition 7. (Linearly confirmable and linearly refutable ACTLW formu-

545

lae) ACTLW formula ϕ is linearly confirmable iff for each LTS M, such that M |= ϕ,

546

there exists a linear witness for M |= ϕ. ACTLW formula ϕ is linearly refutable iff for

547

each LTS M, such that M 6|= ϕ, there exists a linear counterexample for M |= ϕ.

548

Theorem 7. (Existence of linear witnesses and counterexamples for ACTLW)

549

If the syntax of ACTLW formulae ϕ and ϑ is as defined by the following grammar,

550

where α ∈ Actτ , then ϕ is linearly confirmable and ϑ is linearly refutable.
χ ::= α | ¬χ | χ ∨ χ
ϕ ::= true | ¬ϑ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | E[{χ}true U {χ} ϕ] | E[{χ}false U {χ} ϕ] | EG{χ}true

551

ϑ ::= ¬ϕ | A[{χ}ϑ W {χ} true] | A[{χ}ϑ W {χ} false] | A[{χ}false W {χ} ϑ] |
AF{χ}true
552

Proof. By induction on subformulae. Suppose that formulae ϕ1 and ϕ2 are linearly

553

confirmable, and formula ϑ1 is linearly refutable. It is straightforward to see that for-

554

mulae true, ¬ϑ1 , and ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 are also linearly confirmable, and formula ¬ϕ1 is linearly

555

refutable. Others are consequences of Theorem 3. For example, for each LTS M, M |=

556

E[{χ1 }true U {χ2 } ϕ1 ] iff there exists a diagnostic path in M consisting of a sequence

557

of zero or more χ1 -transitions finished by a χ2 -transition to a state where ϕ1 holds. A

558

concatenation of the sequence of actions on this path and a linear witness for ϕ1 is a

559

linear witness for E[{χ1 }true U {χ2 } ϕ1 ], which implies that E[{χ1 }true U {χ2 } ϕ1 ] is

560

linearly confirmable. For each LTS M, M 6|= A[{χ1 }ϑ1 W {χ2 } true] iff either there

561

exists a diagnostic path consisting of a sequence of zero or more transitions which are

562

not χ2 -transitions such that the last transition is not a χ1 -transition, or there exists

563

a diagnostic path consisting of a sequence of zero or more transitions which are not

564

χ2 -transitions finished in a state where ϑ1 does not hold. In the first case, the sequence

565

of actions on the identified path is a linear counterexample for A[{χ1 }ϑ1 W {χ2 } true].

566

In the second case, a concatenation of a sequence of actions on the identified path and

567

a linear counterexample for ϑ1 is a linear counterexample for A[{χ1 }ϑ1 W {χ2 } true].

568

Hence, in both cases, A[{χ1 }ϑ1 W {χ2 } true] is linearly refutable. Others are similar.

569
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570

Further, we restrict ourselves to the set of ACTLW formulae that are linearly

571

confirmable or linearly refutable, respectively, which includes the ACTLW formulae

572

given in Theorem 7 and the derivable ones: EX{χ} ϕ, EF{χ} ϕ, E[{χ}true W {χ} ϕ],

573

AX{χ} ϑ, AG{χ} ϕ, and A[{χ}ϑ U {χ} true]. Moreover, E[{false}ϕ U {χ} ϕ],

574

A[{χ}ϑ W {false} ϑ], and A[{false}ϑ W {χ} ϑ] are also derivable. They are equivalent

575

to E[{false}false U {χ} ϕ], A[{χ}ϑ W {false} false], and A[{false}false W {χ} ϑ],

576

respectively, which are covered by the given grammar. For the sake of completeness

577

(i.e. to show the duality between EU and AW) please note that ACTLW formula

578

E[{χ}ϕ U {χ} false] is not listed in Theorem 7 because it is always false, and not

579

because it has non-linear witnesses.

580

Example 3.

581

Let us take the LTS M0 in Fig. 1b and ACTLW formula ϕ = EF{a}EF{c}true, which

582

holds in this LTS. The syntax of this formula meets the grammar given in Theorem 7,

583

and, thus, it is linearly confirmable. In fact, many paths π exist, starting in the initial

584

state of M0 , such that act(π) is a linear witness for ϕ. For example:

585

1. s0 , a, s1 , c, s3

586

2. s0 , a, s2 , a, s4 , b, s6 , c, s7

587

3. s0 , a, s1 , a, s5 , a, s1 , c, s3

588

4. s0 , a, s2 , a, s4 , b, s6 , c, s7 , c, s7

589

5. s0 , a, s1 , c, s3 , a, s4 , b, s6 , c, s7

590

6. s0 , a, s1 , c, s3 , a, s4 , b, s6 , b, s6

591

The correspoding linear witnesses are sequences of actions η1 = a, c, η2 = a, a, b,

592

c, η3 = a, a, a, c, η4 = a, a, b, c, c, η5 = a, c, a, b, c, and η6 = a, c, a, b, b. While

593

the usefulness of the third, fourth, and fifth ones is debatable, the last one is clearly

594

redundant. It differs from the first one only in that, at the end, it contains extra actions

595

which do not contribute anything to the explanation of the formula satisfaction. To

596

express this fact more formally, we claim that, for a sequence of actions η, which is

597

a linear witness or counterexample for M |= ϕ, any sequence of actions such that

598

η is its prefix is also a linear witness or counterexample for M |= ϕ, respectively.

599

Hence, linear witnesses or counterexamples can be extended arbitrarily, even with

600

actions which are not linked to the satisfaction of the formula in any way. In practice,
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601

we want to avoid linear witnesses and counterexamples with unusable suffixes, and,

602

therefore, the notions of viable witnesses and viable counterexamples are introduced.

603

The same idea is used for ACTL in [21], but please note the subtle differences. In

604

particular, we consider the fourth and fifth sequences of actions from Example 3 to be

605

viable witnesses.

606

Definition 8. (Viable witness and viable counterexample for ACTLW) Let ϕ

607

and ϑ denote ACTLW formulae of the form given in Theorem 7. A sequence of actions

608

η is a viable witness (V-witness) for ϕ or a viable counterexample (V-counterexample)

609

for ϑ, respectively, iff:

610

 ϕ = true and η is an empty sequence of actions;

611

 ϕ = ¬ψ1 and η is a V-counterexample for ψ1 ;

612

 ϕ = ψ1 ∨ ψ2 and η is a V-witness for ψ1 or a V-witness for ψ2 ;

613

 ϕ = E[{χ1 }true U {χ2 } ψ2 ] and there exists i ≥ 1, such that formula χ1 holds for

614

all actions in η until the (i−1)th action, inclusive, formula χ2 holds for the ith

615

action in η, and η without the first i actions is a V-witness for ψ2 ;

616
617

618
619

 ϕ = E[{χ1 }false U {χ2 } ψ2 ], and formula χ2 holds for the first action in η, and
η without the first action is a V-witness for ψ2 ;

 ϕ = EG{χ1 }true and η is an empty sequence of actions, or η is a finite or an
infinite sequence of actions such that formula χ1 holds for all actions;

620

 ϑ = ¬ψ1 and η is a V-witness for ψ1 ;

621

 ϑ = A[{χ1 }ψ1 W {χ2 } true] and

622
623

– η is a finite sequence of actions where formula χ1 holds for all actions
except the last one and formula χ2 does not hold for any action, or

624

– there exists i ≥ 1, such that formula χ1 holds for all actions in η until the ith

625

action, inclusive, formula χ2 does not hold for any action in η until the ith

626

action, inclusive, and η without the first i actions is a V-counterexample

627

for ψ1 ;

628

629
630

 ϑ = A[{χ1 }ψ1 W {χ2 } false], and
– η is a finite sequence of actions where formula χ1 holds for all actions
except the last one, or

27

631

– there exists i ≥ 1, such that formula χ1 holds for all actions in η until the ith

632

action, inclusive, and η without the first i actions is a V-counterexample

633

for ψ1 ;

634

 ϑ = A[{χ1 }false W {χ2 } ψ2 ], and

635

– η consists of one action, such that formula χ2 does not hold for it, or

636

– formula χ2 holds for the first action in η, and η without the first action is

637

638
639

a V-counterexample for ψ2 ;

 ϑ = AF{χ2 }true and η is an empty sequence of actions, or η is a finite or an
infinite sequence of actions where formula χ2 does not hold for any action.

640

Viable witnesses and counterexamples are in line with Definitions 5 and 6, i.e. they

641

are linear witnesses and counterexamples, respectively. As demonstrated by the fourth

642

and fifth sequences of actions in Example 3, viable witnesses and counterexamples are

643

not guaranteed to be minimal in the sense that any prefix of them is not a viable

644

witness or counterexample, respectively.

645

Obtaining an algorithm for the generation of viable witnesses and counterexamples

646

is straightforward because of the constructive definition. The algorithm is based on

647

the construction of diagnostic paths for ACTLW:

648
649

650
651

652
653

1. Global model checking is carried out, which evaluates the formula and all its
subformulae.
2. The needed diagnostic paths are constructed regarding the formula and the
results of global model checking.
3. A viable witness or counterexample, respectively, is the sequence of actions on
the path obtained by concatenation of the constructed diagnostic paths.

654

To explain the second step more precisely, let ϕ denote an ACTLW formula which

655

holds in state s, and ϑ an ACTLW formula which does not hold in state s. The

656

following procedure identifies the needed diagnostic paths:

657

 If ϕ = true, then an empty path is constructed;

658

 If ϕ = ¬ψ1 , then a diagnostic path for ψ1 is constructed in state s;

659

 If ϕ = ψ1 ∨ψ2 and ψ1 holds in state s, then a diagnostic path for ψ1 is constructed

660

in state s; if ψ1 does not hold in state s, a diagnostic path for ψ2 is constructed

661

in state s;
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662

 If ϕ = E[{χ1 }true U {χ2 } ψ2 ] or ϕ = E[{χ1 }false U {χ2 } ψ2 ], then diagnostic

663

path dgnpth for ϕ is constructed in state s and, afterwards, a diagnostic path

664

for ψ2 is constructed in the last state of dgnpth;

665

 If ϕ = EG{χ1 }true, then diagnostic path dgnpth for ϕ is constructed in state s;

666

 If ϑ = ¬ψ1 , then a diagnostic path for ψ1 is constructed in state s;

667

 If ϑ = A[{χ1 }ψ1 W {χ2 } true] or ϑ = A[{χ1 }ψ1 W {χ2 } false], then diagnostic

668

path dgnpth for ϑ is constructed in state s and, afterwards, if action formula χ1

669

holds for the last action on dgnpth, a diagnostic path for ψ1 is constructed in

670

the last state of dgnpth;

671

 If ϑ = A[{χ1 }false W {χ2 } ψ2 ], then diagnostic path dgnpth for ϑ is constructed

672

in state s and, afterwards, if action formula χ2 holds for the last action on

673

dgnpth a diagnostic path for ψ2 is constructed in the last state of dgnpth;

674

 If ϑ = AF{χ2 }true, then diagnostic path dgnpth for ϑ is constructed in state s.

675

For an LTS and an ACTLW formula, several different viable witnesses or coun-

676

terexamples can exist, and the given algorithm returns only one of them. Among other

677

factors, the result depends on the choice of one diagnostic path in each step. If the

678

finite diagnostic path is preferred over the infinite one in the cases where both of them

679

exist, then the resulting viable witness or counterexample will be minimal in the sense

680

that any prefix of it is not a viable witness or counterexample, respectively, though

681

not necessarily the shortest one.

682

Example 4. Let us consider LTS M in Fig. 1a and formula ϕ = EG {a} true, which

683

holds in it. A diagnostic path for ϕ consists of a sequence of zero or more a-transitions

684

finished in a deadlocked state or followed by a cycle of a-transitions. Hence, the finite

685

path η1 = s0 , a, s2 , a, s4 and the infinite path η2 = s0 , a, s1 , a, s5 , a, s1 , ... (it ends

686

with a cycle) are both diagnostic paths for ϕ. Because ϕ does not include subformulae,

687

the finite sequence of actions on path η1 and the infinite sequence of actions on path η2

688

are both viable witnesses for M |= ϕ. It is up to the implementation which of them will

689

be reported, but the finite diagnostic path is preferred to assure the minimal result.

690

Example 5. Let us take formula ϕ = EF {true} EX {a} EG {b} true, which holds in

691

the LTS M0 in Fig. 1b. In the first step, global model checking is carried out. In the

692

second step, diagnostic paths are constructed, as shown in Fig. 5. In the third step,
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693

the viable witness for M0 |= ϕ is generated as a concatenation of the actions on the

694

infinite path η = s0 , a, s2 , a, s4 , b, s6 , b, s6 , ... (it ends with a cycle).

EF {true} EX {a} EG {b} true
dgnpth: (s0)–a–>(s2)

EX {a} EG {b} true
dgnpth: (s2)–a–>(s4)

EG{b}true
dgnpth: (s4)–b–>(s6)–b–>(s6)
Figure 5: Subformulae tree during the generation of viable witness

695

Example 6. Now, let us take formula ϑ = AG {a} true = A[{a}true W {false} false],

696

which does not hold in the LTS M0 in Fig. 1b. A diagnostic path for this formula

697

consists of a sequence of zero or more a-transitions followed by a transition which is

698

not an a-transition. One of the corresponding paths in the given LTS is η = s0 , a, s1 ,

699

c, s3 . The sequence of actions on this path is a viable counterexample for M0 |= ϑ.

700

Example 7. For another example, let us take formula ϑ = AG {true} AF {a} true,

701

which does not hold in the LTS M0 in Fig. 1b. In this case, the shortest diagnostic

702

path for ϑ is path π1 = s0 , a, s2 , a, s4 , which suits because formula AF {a} true does

703

not hold in state s4. Because action formula true holds for the last action on this

704

path, a diagnostic path for formula AF {a} true is constructed in state s4. One of

705

the possible results is the infinite path π2 = s4 , b, s6 , b, s6 , ... (it ends with a cycle).

706

Finally, a viable counterexample for M0 |= ϑ is an infinite sequence of actions on the

707

path which is a concatenation of diagnostic paths π1 and π2 .

708

The creation of viable witnesses and counterexamples requires the construction of

709

involved diagnostic paths. Further, we explain how this operation can be performed

710

by simply tracing fixed-point calculations. The idea is very similar to the algorithm

711

used in CTL model checker SMV [9]. Suppose that s0 is an arbitrary state in an LTS,

712

and that formula ϕ = E[{χ1 }ψ1 U {χ2 } ψ2 ] holds in state s0 . Let Z 0 denote the set
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713

of all states with a (χ2 , ψ2 )-transition, let Z i , i ≥ 1, denote the union of Z i−1 and the

714

set of all states with a (χ1 , ψ1 )-transition to some state from Z i−1 , and suppose that

715

s0 ∈ Z n ∧ (n = 0 ∨ s0 6∈ Z n−1 ). To construct the shortest diagnostic path, we start

716

with s0 and trace the path where for all i ∈ [1, n−1], si ∈ Z n−i \ Z n−i−1 , and sn ∈ Z 0

717

(Fig. 6). All Z i in this calculation are the intermediate results in the algorithm for

718

resolving operator EU.

Zn
(χ1 , ψ1 )

Z n−1
(χ1 , ψ1 )

Z1
(χ1 , ψ1 )

(χ1 , ψ1 )

¬(χ , ψ ) ¬(χ , ψ ) ¬(χ2 , ψ2 )
s0 2 2 s1 2 2

¬(χ2 , ψ2 )

...

Z0

sn

(χ2 , ψ2 )

sn+1

Figure 6: Generation of a diagnostic path for operator EU

719

Suppose that s0 is an arbitrary state in an LTS, and that formula ϕ = EG {χ1 } ψ1

720

holds in state s0 . To construct a diagnostic path, we start in state s0 and trace the

721

path where, for all states si , si ∈ |EG{χ1 } ψ1 |M , until a deadlocked state is reached

722

or state c = sn appears, which is on a cycle of (χ1 , ψ1 )-transitions. The state c is on

723

such a cycle if:

724

725

c ∈ lfp Z . Φ∃ (|||χ1 |M , |ψ1 |M ∩ {c} ||M ∪ |||χ1 |M , |ψ1 |M ∩ Z ||M ).
An algorithm for detecting a cycle of (χ1 , ψ1 )-transitions is shown in Fig. 7.

726

When a state on a cycle of (χ1 , ψ1 )-transitions is found, the generation of the

727

diagnostic path continues by tracing the algorithm for detecting a cycle in the following

728

way. Let Zj , j ≥ 1, denote the Boolean function which is the result of the jth step of

729

iteration in detecting a cycle in state sn . Moreover, let Z0 denote the value of Z before

730

the first iteration, and Z j the set of states in the LTS, such that Zj is its characteristic

731

function. The length of the path forming the shortest cycle is proportional to the

732

number of iterations needed in the algorithm. To construct this cycle, we start in

733

state sn and trace the path where, for all j ∈ [1, m− 1], sn+j ∈ Z m−j \ Z m−j−1 , and

734

sn+m ∈ Z 0 (Fig. 8).

735

Diagnostic paths for operators AW and AF can be constructed in a similar way.

736

Suppose that s0 is an arbitrary state in an LTS, and that formula ϕ = A[{χ1 }ψ1 W

737

{χ2 }ψ2 ] does not hold in state s0 . Let Z 0 denote the set of all states without a (χ1 , ψ1 )-

738

transition and without a (χ2 , ψ2 )-transition. Let Z i , i ≥ 1, denote the union of Z i−1

31

Cycle EG ( cf {c}(r), cf δ(r, a, s), cf χ1 (a), cf ψ1 (r) )
{
f unct = AND (cf χ1 , cf ψ1 );
Z = NEXT (cf δ, AND (f unct, cf {c}));
last = 1;
while ((Z ! = last) && (AND (Z, cf {c}) == 0)) {
last = Z;
Z = NEXT (cf δ, AND (f unct, Z));
Z = OR (last, Z);
}
if (AND (Z, cf {c}) == 0)

return false;

else return true;

}
Figure 7: An algorithm for detecting a cycle for operator EG

Zm
(χ1 , ψ1 )
s0

...

(χ1 , ψ1 )

sn = sn+m+1

Z m−1

Z1

(χ1 , ψ1 )
sn+1

...

(χ1 , ψ1 )

(χ1 , ψ1 )

Z0

(χ1 , ψ1 )
sn+m−1

sn+m

Figure 8: Generation of the cycle for operator EG

739

and the set of all states with a transition to some state from Z i−1 , which is a (χ1 , ψ1 )-

740

transition but not a (χ2 , ψ2 )-transition. Suppose that s0 ∈ Z n ∧ (n = 0 ∨ s0 6∈ Z n−1 ).

741

To construct the shortest diagnostic path, we start in state s0 and trace the path

742

where, for all i ∈ [1, n − 1], si ∈ Z n−i \ Z n−i−1 , and sn ∈ Z 0 (Fig. 9). Please note

743

that all Z i required in this calculation are the intermediate results in the adapted

744

algorithm for resolving operator AW given in Fig. 3.

745

Suppose that s0 is an arbitrary state in an LTS, and that formula ϕ = AF {χ1 } ψ1

746

does not hold in state s0 . To construct a diagnostic path, we start in state s0 and

747

trace the path where, for all states si , si 6∈ |AF{χ1 } ψ1 |M , until a deadlocked state

748

is reached or state c = sn appears, which is on a cycle of transitions which are not

749

(χ1 , ψ1 )-transitions. The state c is on such a cycle if:
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Zn

Z n−1

(χ1 , ψ1 )
¬(χ , ψ )
s0 2 2

(χ1 , ψ1 )

Z1
(χ1 , ψ1 )

(χ1 , ψ1 )

¬(χ , ψ ) ¬(χ2 , ψ2 )
s1 2 2

¬(χ2 , ψ2 )

...

Z0
¬(χ1 , ψ1 )
¬(χ , ψ )
sn 2 2 sn+1

Figure 9: Generation of a diagnostic path for operator AW

c ∈ lfp Z . Φ∃ ( ((δ − |||χ1 |M , |ψ1 |M ||M ) ∩ ||Actτ , {c} ||M ) ∪
750

((δ − |||χ1 |M , |ψ1 |M ||M ) ∩ ||Actτ , Z ||M ) ).
751
752

An algorithm for detecting a cycle of transitions which are not (χ1 , ψ1 )-transitions
is the same as given in Fig. 7, only the first line should be changed to become:

753

f unct = NOT (AND (cf χ1 , cf ψ1 ));

754

When a state on a cycle of transitions which are not (χ1 , ψ1 )-transitions is found,

755

the generation of the diagnostic path continues in an analogous way as the generation

756

of the cycle for operator EG (Fig. 10).

Zm
¬(χ1 , ψ1 )
s0

...

¬(χ1 , ψ1 )

sn = sn+m+1

Z m−1

Z1

¬(χ1 , ψ1 ) ¬(χ1 , ψ1 )

...

sn+1

¬(χ1 , ψ1 )

Z0

¬(χ1 , ψ1 )
sn+m−1

sn+m

Figure 10: Generation of the cycle for operator AF

757

6. The railroad crossing example

758

The algorithms for ACTLW model checking described in this paper are imple-

759

mented in EST, a cross-platform BDD-based tool for manipulation of CCS-like speci-

760

fications. We have studied their efficiency by verifying various models of a crossing of

761

a road and a railway [6, 24].

762

The crossing consists of barriers and train traffic lights. The barriers have to be

763

kept down when the train crosses. The train can cross only if the traffic lights are

764

green, otherwise it has to stop. In the original variant, the model of this system was

765

obtained as a parallel composition of three processes, representing the car, the train,
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766

and the crossing (Fig. 11). This is a very simplified view of the crossing, as barriers

767

and traffic lights are not modelled explicitly. Moreover, unlike real crossings, in this

768

model, the barriers are kept down except when a car actually approaches and tries to

769

cross.
CAR = !Car;!goUp;?isUp;!CarEnter;!CarExit;!goDown;CAR
TRAIN = !Train;!goGreen;?isGreen;!TrainEnter;!TrainExit;!goRed;TRAIN
CROSS = ?goGreen;!Green;!isGreen;?goRed;!Red;CROSS +
?goUp;!Up;!isUp;?goDown;!Down;CROSS
net S = //(CAR,TRAIN,CROSS)\goRed\goGreen\isGreen\goDown\goUp\isUp
Figure 11: The simple model of the crossing

770

To construct a more authentic model of the system, we introduce two processes

771

representing barriers and traffic lights and let the barriers be controlled by requests

772

stated by the train (Fig. 12). When the train approaches, it demands lowering, and

773

when it leaves, it demands raising. Moreover, we add an initialization procedure, such

774

that the traffic lights turn red and the barriers open before the crossing is started to

775

serve requests from the car and the train.
BARRIERS = ?goUp;!Up;BUP + ?goDown;!Down;BDOWN
BUP = !isUp;BUP + ?goUp;BUP + ?goDown;!Down;BDOWN
BDOWN = !isDown;BDOWN + ?goUp;!Up;BUP + ?goDown;BDOWN
LIGHTS = ?goGreen;!Green;LGREEN + ?goRed;!Red;LRED
LRED = !isRed;LRED + ?goGreen;!Green;LGREEN + ?goRed;LRED
LGREEN = !isGreen;LGREEN + ?goGreen;LGREEN + ?goRed;!Red;LRED
CAR = !Car;?isOpen;!CarEnter;!CarExit;CAR
TRAIN = !Train;!lower;?isGreen;!TrainEnter;!TrainExit;!raise;TRAIN
CROSS = !goRed;?isRed;!goUp;?isUp;COPEN
COPEN = ?lower;!goDown;?isDown;!goGreen;?isGreen;CCLOSE
CCLOSE = ?raise;!goRed;?isRed;!goUp;?isUp;COPEN
net S = //(CAR,TRAIN,BARRIERS,LIGHTS,CROSS)
\goRed\isRed\goGreen\isGreen\goDown\isDown\goUp\isUp\lower\raise
Figure 12: Second variant of the crossing

776

With ACTLW we can express various safety and liveness properties. Here, we
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777

specify 10 properties (the properties nos. 4, 9, and 10 are taken from [24]). We use

778

non-strict operator ∀G to avoid the problem of the first transition, as explained in

779

Section 3.

780

1. Safety: Whenever the car enters the crossing, there is no train there (the train is

781

not able to exit without entering).

782

∀G [!CarEnter] A[{¬!T rainExit} W {!T rainEnter}]

783

2. Safety: Whenever the train enters the crossing, there are no cars there (the car is

784

not able to exit without entering).

785

∀G [!T rainEnter] A[{¬!CarExit} W {!CarEnter}]

786

3. Safety: Whenever the car enters the crossing, the train is not able to enter unless

787

the car exits, and vice versa.

788

∀G ( ([!CarEnter] A[{¬!T rainEnter} W {!CarExit}]) ∧
([!T rainEnter] A[{¬!CarEnter} W {!T rainExit}]) )

789

790

4. Safety: Whenever the car can enter the crossing, the train cannot enter unless the

791

car does it, and vice versa.

792

∀G ( (EX{!CarEnter} − > A[{¬!T rainEnter} W {!CarEnter}]) ∧
(EX{!T rainEnter} − > A[{¬!CarEnter} W {!T rainEnter}]) )

793

794

5. Safety: It is never the case that both the car and the train are able to enter the

795

crossing.

796

∀G ¬(E[{τ } U {!CarEnter}] ∧ E[{τ } U {!T rainEnter}])

797
798

799
800

801

6. Safety (no deadlock): There is no reachable deadlock state.
∀G EX {true}
7. Liveness (no livelock): There is no reachable divergent state.
∀G ¬(EX {true} ∧ EG {τ } EX {true})
8. Liveness (no starvation): Whenever the car approaches the crossing, it eventually

802

enters.

803

∀G [!Car] A[{¬!Car} U {!CarEnter}]

804

9. Liveness (no starvation): Whenever the train approaches the crossing, it eventually

805

enters.

806

∀G [!T rain] A[{¬!T rain} U {!T rainEnter}]

807
808

10. Liveness (fairness): Cars and trains will never stop approaching the crossing.
∀G ((AF {!Car}) ∧ (AF {!T rain}))
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809

The model checker confirms the known results that the original model of a crossing

810

is safe and without deadlock and livelock states, while it is not fair and it does not

811

prevent starvation. On the other hand, for the second variant of the crossing, only

812

properties nos. 6 and 7 are valid! This crossing does not only express unfairness and

813

starvation but it is also unsafe! Fig. 13 shows viable counterexamples generated by

814

EST 2 . From them, it is not hard to reveal the problem. The given system is just

815

a naive solution of a mutual exclusion problem. The car may drive into the crossing

816

when the barriers are open, but then it does not leave the crossing (it does not perform

817

action CarExit). Because the process representing the crossing does not examine the

818

dangerous area, the barriers may lower before the car exits and therefore a collision

819

can occur (for details see Appendix B). The invalidity of formulae nos. 4 and 5 cannot

820

be explained by a linear counterexample, because they involve problematic implication

821

and conjunction, respectively.

822

In order to obtain a safer crossing, we construct the third model by following

823

Peterson’s mutual-exclusion algorithm (Fig. 14). In this algorithm, each process

824

which wants to enter the critical section first generously gives precedence to the other

825

one [22]. The specification of the barriers and the traffic lights remained unchanged.

826

The introduction of actions carIn, carOut, trainIn, and trainOut prevents ap-

827

proaching or leaving the crossing silently. The decision about entering is not simply

828

based on the state of the barriers and the traffic lights any more. In the case of the

829

simultaneous approaching, the crossing follows the principle first detected first served

830

and, thus, the car and the train must wait for the safe situation (actions carSafe

831

and trainSafe). The model checker showed that, in the third model, all the stated

832

properties are valid except for the last one. The unfairness of the model is due to the

833

environment, which does not make any restriction to prevent the path on which only

834

the car or the train enters the crossing all the time.

835

The example shows that viable counterexamples are of good use during the mod-

836

elling of concurrent systems. Although for an arbitrary ACTLW formula a linear

2 For

the compatibility with the existing ACTL model checkers, EST requires that ACTL

operators ∃F, ∃G, ∃U, ∀F, ∀G and ∀U are specified as EF, EG, EU, AF, AG, and AU, respectively, while ACTLW operators are written as EEG, EEF, EEU, EEW, AAG, AAF, AAU, and AAW. It
would be more intuitive to denote e.g. strict ACTLW operator AG with AGG or AGX but this
implementation detail is delegated to the tool maintainers.

36

AG [!CarEnter] AA[{NOT !TrainExit} W {!TrainEnter}] ==> FALSE
@@ VC: (Car!)(Train!)(Red!)(Up!)(Down!)(Green!)(TrainEnter!)
(CarEnter!)(TrainExit!)
AG [!TrainEnter] AA[{NOT !CarExit} W {!CarEnter}] ==> FALSE
@@ VC: (Car!)(Train!)(Red!)(Up!)(CarEnter!)(Down!)(Green!)
(TrainEnter!)(CarExit!)
AG (([!CarEnter] AA[{NOT !TrainEnter} W {!CarExit}]) AND
([!TrainEnter] AA[{NOT !CarEnter} W {!TrainExit}])) ==> FALSE
@@ VC: (Car!)(Red!)(Up!)(CarEnter!)(Train!)(Down!)(Green!)(TrainEnter!)
AG [!Car] AA[{NOT !Car} U {!CarEnter}] ==> FALSE
@@ VC: (Car!)<<(Train!)(Red!)(Up!)(Down!)(Green!)(TrainEnter!)
(TrainExit!)(Red!)(Up!)(Train!)>>
AG [!Train] AA[{NOT !Train} U {!TrainEnter}] ==> FALSE
@@ VC: (Train!)(Car!)(Red!)(Up!)<<(CarEnter!)(CarExit!)(Car!)>>
AG ((AAF {!Car}) AND (AAF {!Train})) ==> FALSE
@@ VC: (Train!)(Red!)(Up!)<<(Down!)(Green!)(TrainEnter!)(TrainExit!)
(Red!)(Up!)(Train!)>>
Figure 13: Viable counterexamples for the second variant of a crossing generated by EST (for
clarity, instances of action τ are deleted from them).

837

witness or counterexample may not exist, they are feasible and meaningful for many

838

interesting properties. We continue with an analysis of the algorithm for bounded

839

ACTLW model checking from Section 4. First, we show that inevitable satisfaction

840

and inevitable dissatisfaction are appropriate solutions for the problem of BMC com-

841

pleteness. Afterwards, we study the efficiency of prototype model checker.

842

In order to illustrate the problem of BMC completeness, we have implemented a

843

customised algorithm, where some tests are performed after each composition step.

844

More precisely, we first perform regular model checking and report the result. After-

845

wards, we check whether the formula is inevitably satisfied or inevitably dissatisfied,

846

and terminate if one of those two results is positive.

37

CAR = ?carInit;CREADY
CREADY = !carIn;!Car;?carSafe;!CarEnter;!CarExit;!carOut;CREADY
TRAIN = ?trainInit;TREADY
TREADY = !trainIn;!Train;?trainSafe;!TrainEnter;!TrainExit;
!trainOut;TREADY
CROSS = !goRed;?isRed;!goUp;?isUp;!carInit;!trainInit;COPEN
COPEN = ?carWait;!carOK;COPEN + ?carFirst;COPEN + ?trainFirst;CCLOSE
CCLOSE = ?trainWait;!trainOK;CCLOSE + ?carFirst;COPEN +
?trainFirst;CCLOSE
C = ?trainWait;!trainOK;C +
?carIn;!trainFirst;!carWait;?carOK;!goRed;?isRed;!goUp;?isUp;
!carSafe;?carOut;C
T = ?carWait;!carOK;T +
?trainIn;!carFirst;!trainWait;?trainOK;!goDown;?isDown;!goGreen;
?isGreen;!trainSafe;?trainOut;T
net CROSS1CAR = //(CROSS,C,T)\carFirst\trainFirst\carWait\trainWait
\carOK\trainOK
net S = //(CAR,TRAIN,BARRIERS,LIGHTS,CROSS1CAR)
\goRed\isRed\goGreen\isGreen\goDown\isDown\goUp\isUp\carInit
\trainInit\carIn\carOut\carSafe\trainIn\trainOut\trainSafe
Figure 14: Third variant of a crossing incorporates Peterson’s mutual-exclusion algorithm

847

For checking properties nos. 4, 6, and 9 in the second variant of the crossing

848

example, the following output was obtained:

849

ACTL/ACTLW model checking F4 on composition S (customised BMC)

850

[1][TRUE][2][TRUE][3][TRUE][4][TRUE][5][TRUE][6][TRUE][7][TRUE][8]

851

[FALSE][9][FALSE][10][FALSE][11][FALSE][12][FALSE][13][FALSE][14]

852

[FALSE][15][FALSE][16][FALSE][17][FALSE][System partially composed,

853

FINAL DEPTH 17] ==> INEVITABLY FALSE

854

ACTL/ACTLW model checking F6 on composition S (customised BMC)

855

[1][FALSE][2][FALSE][3][FALSE][4][FALSE][5][FALSE][6][FALSE][7][FALSE][8]

856

[FALSE][9][FALSE][10][FALSE][11][FALSE][12][FALSE][13][FALSE][14][FALSE]

857

[15][FALSE][16][FALSE][17][FALSE][18][FALSE][19][FALSE][20][FALSE][21]
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858

[FALSE][22][FALSE][23][FALSE][24][FALSE][25][FALSE][26][FALSE][27]

859

[FALSE][28][TRUE][System partially composed, FINAL DEPTH 28]

860

==> INEVITABLY TRUE

861

ACTL/ACTLW model checking F9 on composition S (customised BMC)

862

[1][FALSE][2][FALSE][3][FALSE][4][FALSE][5][FALSE][6][FALSE][7][FALSE]

863

[8][FALSE][9][FALSE][10][FALSE][System partially composed,

864

FINAL DEPTH 10] ==> INEVITABLY FALSE

865

These traces testify that, for an arbitrary ACTLW formula, regular model checking

866

does not support making the final decision before the system is fully composed. The

867

first and third traces also show that a formula may be inevitably satisfied or inevitably

868

dissatisfied long before the system is fully composed, and it is expected that each

869

further step is more complex as the system becomes larger. Although the second trace

870

shows that, in the worst case, the concepts of inevitable satisfaction and dissatisfaction

871

cannot prevent the need for the full composition (28 steps means constructing the

872

complete composition), bounded ACTLW model checking may be beneficial for a large

873

class of ACTLW formulae, far beyond the checking of the existence of critical actions,

874

e.g. EF {χ}.

875

To observe the time and space complexity of bounded ACTLW model checking, we

876

extended the presented model to take into account more than one car. The resulting

877

specifications are not the point of this paper, but, for the sake of completeness, they

878

are given in Appendix C. ACTLW formulae adapted for the model with three cars

879

are given in Appendix

880

scenario with full composition calculated in the first step and regular model checking

881

used afterwards, and the scenario where the composition is only prepared in the first

882

step and then BMC is performed. The results were obtained on an Intel Core i5-

883

4250U clocked at 1.2 GHz by using the non-GUI version of EST 2nd Edition v6.3.

884

The experiment shows that BMC finds results faster because only a fraction of the

885

state space must be explored. This supports the claim that if the critical situation is

886

manifested early enough, then BMC outperforms the regular model checking. More

887

experiments and comparisons would be of great interest because the efficiency of BDD-

888

based model checkers depends highly on various internal parameters, for example, the

889

quality of hashing functions and dynamic reordering. Nevertheless, the presented

890

results show that bounded ACTLW model checking is worth studying.

D. In Table 1, two different scenarios are compared: the
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Table 1: Time and space consumption of regular and bounded model checking for the system
given in Fig. C.17
4 cars

6 cars

8 cars

Full composition states

151819

69058871

3055493743

Full composition transitions

654691

395687619

183118917699

Full composition BDD nodes

78036

497015

1326674

1.11 s

30.64 s

1056 s

55 MiB

582 MiB

5715 MiB

time

1.44 s

34.21 s

1137 s

memory for BDD

55 MiB

582 MiB

5715 MiB

time

1.30 s

31.82 s

1957 s

memory for BDD

55 MiB

582 MiB

5715 MiB

0.01 s

0.02 s

0.02 s

26 MiB

26 MiB

26 MiB

time

4.11 s

15.58 s

176 s

memory for BDD

67 MiB

180 MiB

625 MiB

Full composition (FC)
time
memory for BDD
FC + MC property no. 9

FC + MC property no. 10

Prepare composition (PC)
time
memory for BDD
PC + bounded MC property no. 9

composition steps

37/61

41/88

45/119

composition states

11875

89393

21076891 (0.69 %)

composition transitions

37583

303735

129293547 (0.07 %)

composition BDD nodes

66019

301863

1233374 (93 %)

PC + bounded MC property no. 10
time

1.84 s

3.54 s

31 s

memory for BDD

42 MiB

81 MiB

271 MiB

composition steps

33/61

35/88

37/119

composition states

6175

15681

3575866 (0.12 %)

composition transitions

19061

50134

22102960 (0.01 %)

composition BDD nodes

51864

134680

377626 (28 %)
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891

7. Conclusion

892

ACTLW stands for action-based CTL with unless operator. It is a propositional

893

branching-time temporal logic defined over LTSs. ACTLW combines nice features of

894

CTL (simple and efficient model checking algorithms) and ACTL (direct verification

895

of action-based models). In ACTLW, the unless operator is vital as it is not derivable

896

from the other ones. The same is true of using the strict variants of temporal operators,

897

which are generally not derivable from the unstrict ones (as shown in the paper,

898

the opposite is possible). The symmetry between CTL and ACTLW arises in many

899

aspects, e.g. a set of four ACTLW operators is an adequate set of operators, which

900

is exactly twice the size of the adequate set for CTL, where two strict operators are

901

enough.

902

From the practical point of view, ACTLW is an attractive formalism, since it en-

903

ables reasoning about models with deadlocked states. In such models, ACTLW is

904

capable of detecting and distinguishing divergent and deadlocked states. Moreover,

905

ACTLW, as presented in this paper, is also a rather flexible formalism. If different

906

notations are used for ACTL and ACTLW operators, both logics can be used simul-

907

taneously. Furhtermore, elegant abbreviations, by using Hennessy-Milner operators

908

and by omitting constant true from the formulae, result in a framework in which CTL

909

patterns can be reused for expressing the properties. For example, ACTLW formula

910

∀G [!Car] A[{¬!Car} U {!CarEnter}] used in this paper looks very similar to a CTL

911

formula, and it also has an analogous meaning as its CTL counterpart.

912

The main contributions of this paper are symbolic algorithms for ACTLW model

913

checking. Global and bounded model checking are both considered. The main idea

914

of bounded ACTLW model checking is to create the composition step by step, and

915

perform model checking after each individual step. The paper introduces the notions

916

of inevitable satisfaction and inevitable dissatisfaction to support this approach. They

917

allow meaningful results for partially composed systems for a large class of ACTLW

918

formulae, far beyond those checking trivial safety and liveness properties. The results

919

of the prototype implementation show that, in some scenarios, bounded ACTLW model

920

checking outperforms regular ACTLW model checking considerably.

921

Another thoroughly explored topic is linear witnesses and counterexamples for

922

ACTLW. In contrast to the previous work on ACTL, this paper gives formal defi-

923

nitions. For practical purposes, special linear witnesses and counterexamples, called

41

924

viable witnesses and viable counterexamples, respectively, are then identified in a

925

similar way to ACTL. Please note that, in contrast to the original definition, viable

926

witnesses and viable counterexamples are here defined as sequences of actions instead

927

of paths, which is more appropriate for an action-based approach. Finally, the pa-

928

per proposes a method for generation of viable witnesses and counterexamples which

929

is based on the observation that, in an ACTLW formula containing several ACTLW

930

operators, each subformula contributes a part of the result. These parts are called di-

931

agnostic paths, and are obtainable directly by tracing the course of the model checking

932

algorithm. Although not feasible for an arbitrary ACTLW formula, viable witnesses

933

and counterexamples turned out to be able to explain the result for many of the given

934

examples.

935

The practical part of this paper illustrates the use of ACTLW model checking

936

during the design of concurrent systems with a CCS-like process algebra. The re-

937

ported results about the time and space consumption confirm that non-trivial models

938

are manageable with modern BDD-based model checkers. However, the prototype

939

implementation still needs a lot of tuning. For example, consider the reported results

940

about the representation of processes with BDDs (i.e. states’ encoding). During the

941

model checking of property no. 9 for the system with 8 cars, the size of the partial

942

composition is a tiny fraction of the size of full composition, but the size of the BDD

943

representing the transition relation of the partial composition is more than 90 % of

944

the size of the BDD representing the transition relation of the full composition.

945

A possible extension of the presented work is the implementation of local model

946

checking, where the composition algorithm would be guided by the temporal formula.

947

Such an approach would profit from creating the state space more optimally, but, on

948

the other hand, it would require extra calculations and extra memory to determine

949

the set of states to be examined in the next step. Moreover, in order to use the same

950

bounded semantics, one must assure that the LTS obtained in step k is a prolonged

951

LTS of the one obtained in step k − 1. Other interesting directions for further work

952

are the generation of full diagnostics in the form of a tree-like or graph-like structure,

953

the introduction of fairness constraints, and the adaption of the presented algorithms

954

for process algebrae with data-passing. Finally, some conjectures about ACTLW, e.g.

955

those about the expressiveness and minimal size of adequate set of operators, still need

956

to be proved.
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1053

Appendix A. The proof of Theorem 4

1054

Lemma 1: For every state s in every LTS M, s |=∀M ϕ =⇒ s |=M ϕ and s |=∅M ϕ =⇒

1055

s 6|=M ϕ.

1056

Proof. For every state s in every LTS M, s |=∀M true and s |=M true, while in none,

1057

s |=∅M true and M s |=∅M true. Thus, the lemma is valid for ϕ = true. All the other

1058

cases are proved by induction on subformulae.

1059

To prove the first assertion for ϕ = ¬ϑ, suppose that s |=∀M ¬ϑ. By Definition 4,

1060

s |=∅M ϑ. By the induction hypothesis, s 6|=M ϑ. By Definition 2, s |=M ¬ϑ. The proof

1061

of the second assertion is symmetrical.

1062

To prove the first assertion for ϕ = ϑ∨ϑ0 , suppose that s |=∀M ϑ∨ϑ0 . By Definition

1063

4, s |=∀M ϑ or s |=∀M ϑ0 . By the induction hypothesis, s |=M ϑ or s |=M ϑ0 . By

1064

Definition 2, s |=M ϑ ∨ ϑ0 . The proof of the second assertion is analogous.

1065

To prove the first assertion for EU, suppose that s |=∀M E [{χ}ϑ U {χ0 }ϑ0 ]. By

1066

Definition 4, a fullpath π starts in s, such that π(i) is a state on π for some i ≥ 1,

1067

πi |= χ0 , π(i) |=∀M ϑ0 , and for all j, 1 ≤ j ≤ i − 1, πj |= χ and π(j) |=∀M ϑ. By the

1068

induction hypothesis, a fullpath π starts in s in M, such that π(i) is a state on π for

1069

some i ≥ 1, πi |= χ0 , π(i) |=M ϑ0 , and for all j, 1 ≤ j ≤ i−1, πj |= χ and π(j) |=M ϑ.

1070

Hence, by Definition 2, s |=M E [{χ}ϑ U {χ0 }ϑ0 ].

1071

To prove the second assertion for EU, suppose that s |=∅M E [{χ}ϑ U {χ0 }ϑ0 ]. By

1072

Definition 4, for all fullpaths π which start in s, π is not an empty path, and for all

1073

i ≥1, such that π(i) is a state on π:

1074
1075
1076

(a) πi 6|= χ0 or π(i) |=∅M ϑ0 , and if π(i) is a deadlocked state, then also πi 6|= χ or
π(i) |=∅M ϑ, or
(b) there exists j, 1 ≤ j ≤ i−1, such that πj 6|= χ or π(j) |=∅M ϑ.

1077

By the induction hypothesis, for all fullpaths π which start in s, π is not an empty

1078

path, and for all i ≥1, such that π(i) is a state on π:

1079
1080
1081

(a) πi 6|= χ0 or π(i) |=M ¬ϑ0 , and if π(i) is a deadlocked state, then also πi 6|= χ or
π(i) |=M ¬ϑ, or
(b) there exists j, 1 ≤ j ≤ i−1, such that πj 6|= χ or π(j) |=M ¬ϑ.

1082

The interesting part of this assertion is that for all fullpaths π which start in s, for

1083

all i ≥1, such that π(i) is a state on π, πi 6|= χ0 or π(i) |=M ¬ϑ0 , or there exists j,

1084

1 ≤ j ≤ i−1, such that πj 6|= χ or π(j) |=M ¬ϑ. It follows that there does not exist a
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1085

fullpath π, such that π(i) is a state on π for some i ≥ 1, πi |= χ0 , π(i) |=M ϑ0 , and for all

1086

j, 1 ≤ j ≤ i−1, πj |= χ and π(j) |=M ϑ. Hence, by Definition 2, s 6|=M E [{χ}ϑ U {χ0 }ϑ0 ].

1087

To prove the first assertion for EW, suppose that s |=∀M E [{χ}ϑ W {χ0 }ϑ0 ]. By

1088

Definition 4, a fullpath π starts in s such that π |=∀M [{χ}ϑU{χ0 }ϑ0 ], or π is an infinite

1089

path and for all i ≥1, πi |= χ and π(i) |=∀M ϑ. We have already proved that if a fullpath

1090

π starts in s, such that π |=∀M [{χ}ϑU{χ0 }ϑ0 ], then also π |=M [{χ}ϑU{χ0 }ϑ0 ]. On the

1091

other hand, if π is an infinite fullpath, starting in s, such that πi |= χ and π(i) |=∀M ϑ

1092

for all i ≥1, then, by the induction hypothesis, also π(i) |=M ϑ for all i ≥1. Hence, by

1093

Definition 2, s |=M E [{χ}ϑ W {χ0 }ϑ0 ].

1094

To prove the second assertion for EW, suppose that s |=∅M E [{χ}ϑ W {χ0 }ϑ0 ].

1095

By Definition 4, for all fullpaths π which start in s, π |=∅M [{χ}ϑ U {χ0 }ϑ0 ] and there

1096

exists i ≥1, such that π(i) is a state on π and πi 6|= χ or π(i) |=∅M ϑ. We have already

1097

proved that if π |=∅M [{χ}ϑ U {χ0 }ϑ0 ] for all fullpaths π starting in s, then there does

1098

not exist a fullpath π, starting in s, such that π |=M [{χ}ϑ U {χ0 }ϑ0 ]. Moreover, if

1099

for all fullpaths π, which start in s, there exists i ≥ 1, such that π(i) is a state on

1100

π and πi 6|= χ or π(i) |=∅M ϑ, then by the induction hypothesis also for all fullpaths

1101

π which start in s, there exists i ≥1, such that π(i) is a state on π and πi 6|= χ or

1102

π(i) 6|=M ϑ. It follows that there does not exist a fullpath π starting in s, such that for

1103

all i ≥1, for which π(i) is a state on π, πi |= χ and π(i) |=M ϑ. Hence, by Definition

1104

2, s 6|=M E [{χ}ϑ W {χ0 }ϑ0 ].

1105

Proofs for ACTLW operators AU and AW are analogous.



1106

Lemma 2: For every state s in every LTS M, if s |=∀M ϕ, then for every M0 ∈ M> ,

1107

s |=∀M0 ϕ, and if s |=∅M ϕ, then for every M0 ∈ M> , s |=∅M0 ϕ.

1108

Proof. For every state s in every LTS M, s |=∀M true, while in none, s |=∅M true.

1109

Thus the lemma is valid for ϕ = true. All the other cases are proved by induction on

1110

subformulae.

1111

To prove the first assertion of Lemma 2 for ϕ = ¬ϑ, suppose that s |=∀M ¬ϑ. By

1112

Definition 4, s |=∅M ϑ. By the induction hypothesis, for every M0 ∈ M> , s |=∅M0 ϑ and

1113

hence, s |=∀M0 ¬ϑ. The proof of the second assertion of Lemma 2 is symmetrical.

1114

To prove the first assertion of Lemma 2 for ϕ = ϑ∨ϑ0 , suppose that s |=∀M ϑ∨ϑ0 . By

1115

Definition 4, s |=∀M ϑ or s |=∀M ϑ0 . By the induction hypothesis, for every M0 ∈ M> ,

1116

s |=∀M0 ϑ, or for every M0 ∈ M> , s |=∀M0 ϑ0 . From this, for every M0 ∈ M> , s |=∀M0 ϑ

1117

or s |=∀M0 ϑ0 (but not vice versa!) and thus s |=∀M0 ϑ ∨ ϑ0 . The proof of the second
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1118

assertion of Lemma 2 is symmetrical, but there the whole reasoning is valid also in

1119

the converse direction.

1120

To prove the first assertion of Lemma 2 for ACTLW operator EU, suppose that

1121

s |=∀M E [{χ}ϑ U {χ0 }ϑ0 ]. By Definition 4, a fullpath π starts in s in M such that, for

1122

some i ≥ 1, π(i) is a state on π, πi |= χ0 , π(i) |=∀M ϑ0 , and for all j, 1 ≤ j ≤ i−1, πj |= χ

1123

and π(j) |=∀M ϑ. By the definition of the prolonged LTS, state s and path π also exist in

1124

every M0 ∈ M> (but π may not be a fullpath there). By the induction hypothesis, for

1125

every M0 ∈ M> , π(i) |=∀M0 ϑ0 if π(i) |=∀M ϑ0 and also π(j) |=∀M0 ϑ if π(j) |=∀M ϑ. Now,

1126

let us observe fullpath π 0 starting in s in M0 such that π is a prefix of π 0 . Obviously,

1127

such π 0 always exists, and the assertions required for s |=∀M0 E [{χ}ϑ U {χ0 }ϑ0 ] are

1128

valid for it. Hence, s |=∀M0 E [{χ}ϑ U {χ0 }ϑ0 ].

1129

To prove the second assertion of Lemma 2 for ACTLW operator EU, suppose that

1130

s |=∅M E [{χ}ϑ U {χ0 }ϑ0 ]. By Definition 4, for all fullpaths π which start in s, π is not

1131

an empty path, and for all i ≥1 such that π(i) is a state on π:

1132
1133
1134

(a) πi 6|= χ0 or π(i) |=∅M ϑ0 , and if π(i) is a deadlocked state, then also πi 6|= χ or
π(i) |=∅M ϑ, or
(b) there exists j, 1 ≤ j ≤ i−1, such that πj 6|= χ or π(j) |=∅M ϑ.

1135

By the definition of the prolonged LTS, state s also exists in every M0 ∈ M> , and for

1136

every fullpath π 0 starting in s in every M0 ∈ M> , a path π exists in M such that π is

1137

the same as π 0 or π is a prefix of π 0 , and π is a fullpath in M. If π is not an empty path,

1138

then π 0 is not an empty path either. By the induction hypothesis, for every M0 ∈ M> ,

1139

π(i) |=∅M0 ϑ0 if π(i) |=∅M ϑ0 , and also π(j) |=∅M0 ϑ if π(j) |=∅M ϑ. If π is an infinite

1140

fullpath in M, then π 0 = π and the assertions required for s |=∅M0 E [{χ}ϑ U {χ0 }ϑ0 ]

1141

are clearly valid for it. Now, suppose that π is a finite fullpath in M, and that for every

1142

state on it, (a) or (b) is valid. Moreover, let (a’) and (b’) denote assertions analogous

1143

to (a) and (b), respectively, required for s |=∅M0 E [{χ}ϑ U {χ0 }ϑ0 ]. Obviously, (a’) or

1144

(b’) is valid for all those states on path π 0 that are also states on path π. Furthermore,

1145

if (b) is valid for some state on π, then (b’) is valid for every state on π 0 that is not

1146

included in π. On the other hand, if (a) is valid for every state on π, then, again, (b’)

1147

is valid for every state on π 0 that is not included in π because it is preceded by a state

1148

that is a deadlocked state on π. Hence, s |=∅M0 E [{χ}ϑ U {χ0 }ϑ0 ].

1149

To prove the first assertion of Lemma 2 for ACTLW operator EW, suppose

1150

that s |=∀M E [{χ}ϑ W {χ0 }ϑ0 ]. By Definition 4, a fullpath π starts in s such that
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1151

π |=∀M [{χ}ϑ U {χ0 }ϑ0 ] or π is an infinite path and for all i ≥1, πi |= χ and π(i) |=∀M ϑ.

1152

We have proved that if a fullpath π starts in s in M such that π |=∀M [{χ}ϑ U {χ0 }ϑ0 ],

1153

then a fullpath π 0 starts in s in every M0 ∈ M> such that π 0 |=∀M0 [{χ}ϑ U {χ0 }ϑ0 ]. On

1154

the other hand, if π is an infinite fullpath starting in s in M, then exactly the same

1155

fullpath starts in s also in every M0 ∈ M> and because of the induction hypothesis,

1156

π |=∀M0 [{χ}ϑ U {χ0 }ϑ0 ]. Hence, s |=∀M0 E [{χ}ϑ W {χ0 }ϑ0 ] for every M0 ∈ M> .

1157

To prove the second assertion of Lemma 2 for ACTLW operator EW, suppose

1158

that s |=∅M E [{χ}ϑ W {χ0 }ϑ0 ]. By Definition 4, for all fullpaths π which start in

1159

s, π |=∅M [{χ}ϑ U {χ0 }ϑ0 ] and there exists i ≥ 1 such that π(i) is a state on π and

1160

πi 6|= χ or π(i) |=∅M ϑ. We have proved that if π |=∅M [{χ}ϑ U {χ0 }ϑ0 ] for all fullpaths

1161

π starting in s in M, then also π 0 |=∅M0 [{χ}ϑ U {χ0 }ϑ0 ] for all fullpaths π 0 starting in

1162

s in every M0 ∈ M> . Now, suppose that for all fullpaths π starting in s in M, there

1163

exists i ≥1 such that π(i) is a state on π and πi 6|= χ or π(i) |=∅M ϑ. Because of the

1164

definition of the prolonged LTS and the induction hypothesis, then for all fullpaths

1165

π 0 starting in s in M0 , π 0 (i) is a state on π 0 and πi0 6|= χ or π 0 (i) |=M0 ϑ. Hence,

1166

s |=∅M0 E [{χ}ϑ W {χ0 }ϑ0 ] for every M0 ∈ M> .

1167

Proofs for ACTLW operators AU and AW are analogous.



1168

Theorem 4. If ACTLW formula ϕ is inevitably satisfied by LTS M, then all prolonged

1169

LTSs of M satisfy ϕ. If ACTLW formula ϕ is inevitably dissatisfied by LTS M , then

1170

none of the prolonged LTSs of M satisfies ϕ.

1171

Proof. Let M = (S, Aτ , δ, sinit ) be an LTS and ϕ an ACTLW formula. We must

1172

show that for every LTS M0 ∈ M> , sinit |=∀M ϕ =⇒ sinit |=M0 ϕ, and sinit |=∅M ϕ

1173

=⇒ sinit 6|=M0 ϕ. To prove the first assertion, suppose that sinit |=∀M ϕ. By Lemma

1174

2, then for every M0 ∈ M> , sinit |=∀M0 ϕ. By Lemma 1, then for every M0 ∈ M> ,

1175

sinit |=M0 ϕ. The proof of the second assertion is analogous.
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1176

Appendix B. Visualisation of counterexamples and witnesses

1177

For the reported viable witnesses and counterexamples, EST can also generate the

1178

corresponding Message Sequence Chart (MSC). The MSC given in Fig. B.15 illustrates

1179

the safety problem found in the second variant of the crossing example as described

1180

in Section 6.

Figure B.15: A MSC corresponding to the counterexample generated for formula no. 1 in the
second variant of the crossing example
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1181

Appendix C. The model of a railroad crossing with three cars

1182

The model of the railroad crossing developed in Section 6 demonstrates the usage

1183

of ACTLW. However, the system given in Fig. 14 is to small to be used for evaluating

1184

the effectiveness of the prototype model checker. Thus, we extend the model to take

1185

into account more than one car. It is reasonable to claim that a system consisting

1186

of 3 cars is general enough to find the model’s imperfections. We prepare process

1187

CROSS3CAR as shown in Fig. C.16.
CROSS3 = !goRed;?isRed;!goUp;?isUp;!car1Init;!car2Init;!car3Init;
!trainInit;COPEN
C3 = ?trainWait;!trainOK;C3 +
?carIn;!trainFirst;!carWait;?carOK;!goRed;?isRed;!goUp;?isUp;
!carSafe;C3NUM1
C3NUM1 = ?carIn;!carSafe;C3NUM2 + ?carOut;C3
C3NUM2 = ?carIn;!carSafe;C3NUM3 + ?carOut;C3NUM1
C3NUM3 = ?carOut;C3NUM2
net CROSS3CAR = //(CROSS3,C3,T)\carFirst\trainFirst\carWait\trainWait
\carOK\trainOK
net S = //(CAR [car1Init/carInit][Car1/Car][Car1Enter/CarEnter]
[Car1Exit/CarExit],
CAR [car2Init/carInit][Car2/Car][Car2Enter/CarEnter]
[Car2Exit/CarExit],
CAR [car3Init/carInit][Car3/Car][Car3Enter/CarEnter]
[Car3Exit/CarExit],
TRAIN,BARRIERS,LIGHTS,CROSS3CAR)
\car1Init\car2Init\car3Init\trainInit
\goRed\isRed\goGreen\isGreen\goDown\isDown\goUp\isUp
\carIn\carOut\carSafe\trainIn\trainOut\trainSafe
Figure C.16: The fourth variant of the crossing involves three cars

1188

Basically, in the fourth model, we count the number of cars in the crossing, i.e.

1189

states C3NUM1, C3NUM2, and C3NUM3 represent one, two, and three cars at the crossing,

1190

respectively. In the composition, process C is replaced with process C3, while all the
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1191

other processes remain unchanged. To be able to distinguish the cars during model

1192

checking, we rename all their actions visible to the environment during the composition

1193

(we also have to adapt ACTLW formulae, see Appendix C). Only properties nos. 8, 9,

1194

and 10 are not valid in the fourth model. The starvation of the car and the train have

1195

the same origin. There is a scenario when a car or a train approaches the crossing to

1196

the point, where it can enter, but then a car (another one) is repeatedly entering the

1197

crossing infinitely many times. Here are viable counterexamples which confirm this

1198

conclusion:

1199

AG (([!Car1] AA[{NOT !Car1} U {!Car1Enter}]) AND

1200

([!Car2] AA[{NOT !Car2} U {!Car2Enter}]) AND

1201

([!Car3] AA[{NOT !Car3} U {!Car3Enter}])) ==> FALSE

1202

@@ VC: (Red!)(Up!)(Car1!)(Train!)(Down!)(Green!)(TrainEnter!)(TrainExit!)

1203

(Train!)(Red!)(Up!)<<(Car2!)(Car2Enter!)(Car2Exit!)>>

1204

AG [!Train] AA[{NOT !Train} U {!TrainEnter}] ==> FALSE

1205

@@ VC: (Red!)(Up!)(Train!)(Car1!)<<(Car2!)(Car2Enter!)(Car2Exit!)>>

1206

Observing closely the fourth variant of the crossing, one can find an important

1207

flaw in it. It does not assure that whenever a car is detected by the crossing (e.g.

1208

after action carIn), it will not be overtaken by other cars. Consequently, the result of

1209

the formula expressing property no. 8 is not convincing enough. Its counterexample

1210

is based on a situation where two cars are approaching the crossing (both detected

1211

by the system) and then the second car enters and leaves the crossing before the first

1212

one. Afterwards, another car approaches (also modelled as a second car, although it

1213

is not required to be the same car!), and again, it overtakes the (still waiting) first

1214

car. It seems that if a strict FIFO queue for cars is used, they will not starve in the

1215

proposed model. To prove this, we change the model once again by replacing process

1216

CROSS3CAR with process CROSS3CARFIFO as shown in Fig. C.17.

1217

Process C3FIFO is an exhaustive model of a FIFO queue composed of 3 cells and a

1218

logic to count the number of cars in the crossing. Cars are counted in a similar way to

1219

process C3. The car always enters the queue in the first cell (Q1), but it can not leave

1220

the queue from this position. It must first be shifted to the second cell (QI) and finally

1221

to the third one (QN). An important property of the given model, which is not obvious

1222

at all, is that only a single car can be inside one cell in any moment. Consequently,
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CAR = ?carInit;CREADY
CREADY = !carIn;?carSafe;!CarEnter;!CarExit;!carOut;CREADY
FIFO = ?trainWait;!trainOK;FIFO +
?in;!trainFirst;!carWait;?carOK;!goRed;?isRed;!goUp;?isUp;!ok;FIFO1
FIFO1 = ?in;!ok;FIFO2 + ?out;FIFO
FIFO2 = ?in;!ok;FIFO3 + ?out;FIFO1
FIFO3 = ?out;FIFO2
Q1 = ?car1In;!in;!Car1;?ok;!car1Safe;!car1ShiftReq;Q1 +
?car2In;!in;!Car2;?ok;!car2Safe;!car2ShiftReq;Q1 +
?car3In;!in;!Car3;?ok;!car3Safe;!car3ShiftReq;Q1
QI = ?car1ShiftAck;!car1ShiftReq;QI +
?car2ShiftAck;!car2ShiftReq;QI +
?car3ShiftAck;!car3ShiftReq;QI
QN = ?car1ShiftAck;?car1Out;!out;QN +
?car2ShiftAck;?car2Out;!out;QN +
?car3ShiftAck;?car3Out;!out;QN
net C3FIFO = //(FIFO,
Q1 [b11/car1ShiftReq][b12/car2ShiftReq][b13/car3ShiftReq],
QI [b11/car1ShiftAck][b12/car2ShiftAck][b13/car3ShiftAck]
[b21/car1ShiftReq][b22/car2ShiftReq][b23/car3ShiftReq],
QN [b21/car1ShiftAck][b22/car2ShiftAck][b23/car3ShiftAck])
\in\ok\out\b11\b12\b13\b21\b22\b23
net CROSS3CARFIFO = //(CROSS3,C3FIFO,T)\carFirst\trainFirst\carWait
\trainWait\carOK\trainOK
net S = //(CAR [car1Init/carInit][car1In/carIn][car1Out/carOut]
[car1Safe/carSafe][Car1Enter/CarEnter][Car1Exit/CarExit],
CAR [car2Init/carInit][car2In/carIn][car2Out/carOut]
[car2Safe/carSafe][Car2Enter/CarEnter][Car2Exit/CarExit],
CAR [car3Init/carInit][car3In/carIn][car3Out/carOut]
[car3Safe/carSafe][Car3Enter/CarEnter][Car3Exit/CarExit],
TRAIN,BARRIERS,LIGHTS,CROSS3CARFIFO)
\car1Init\car2Init\car3Init\trainInit
\goRed\isRed\goGreen\isGreen\goDown\isDown\goUp\isUp
\car1In\car1Out\car1Safe\car2In\car2Out\car2Safe\car3In\car3Out
\car3Safe\trainIn\trainOut\trainSafe

Figure C.17: The final variant of the crossing includes a FIFO queue (all processes missing in
the figure are the same as in the previous variant)
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1223

cars cannot overtake each other. Please note that if not restricted by the environment,

1224

process C3FIFO allows several instances of a particular car simultaneously, but not in

1225

the same cell. For the study of the tool’s efficiency, this model can be easily extended

1226

to include an arbitrary number of cars. In a model with n cars, there is one instance

1227

of process Q1 and one instance of process QN, but n − 2 instances of process QI.

1228

In the resulting model, only properties nos. 9 and 10 are invalid. The starvation

1229

of the train is reasonable, because cars can indefinitely enter the crossing one after

1230

another. To solve this problem in real crossings, traffic lights for cars are used to

1231

forbid entering cars into an open crossing when a train approaches. Here are viable

1232

counterexamples produced by EST:

1233

AG [!Train] AA[{NOT !Train} U {!TrainEnter}] ==> FALSE

1234

@@ VC: (Red!)(Up!)(Train!)(Car1!)<<(Car1Enter!)(Car1Exit!)(Car1!)>>

1235

AG ((AAF {!Car1}) AND (AAF {!Car2}) AND (AAF {!Car3}) AND (AAF {!Train}))

1236

==> FALSE

1237

@@ VC: (Red!)(Up!)(Down!)(Green!)<<(Train!)(TrainEnter!)(TrainExit!)>>
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1238

1239

Appendix D. ACTLW formulae for the model with three cars
After the introduction of three cars in the crossing example, ACTLW formulae

1240

given in Section 6 must be adapted.

1241

1. Safety: Whenever the car enters the crossing, there is no train there (the train is

1242

not able to exit without entering).

1243

∀G ( ([!Car1Enter] A[{¬!T rainExit} W {!T rainEnter}]) ∧

1244

([!Car2Enter] A[{¬!T rainExit} W {!T rainEnter}]) ∧

1245

([!Car3Enter] A[{¬!T rainExit} W {!T rainEnter}]) )

1246

2. Safety: Whenever the train enters the crossing, there are no cars there (the car is

1247

not able to exit without entering).

1248

∀G ( ([!T rainEnter] A[{¬!Car1Exit} W {!Car1Enter}]) ∧

1249

([!T rainEnter] A[{¬!Car2Exit} W {!Car2Enter}]) ∧

1250

([!T rainEnter] A[{¬!Car3Exit} W {!Car3Enter}]) )

1251

3. Safety: Whenever the car enters the crossing, the train is not able to enter unless

1252

the car exits, and vice versa.

1253

∀G ( ([!Car1Enter] A[{¬!T rainEnter} W {!Car1Exit}]) ∧

1254

([!Car2Enter] A[{¬!T rainEnter} W {!Car2Exit}]) ∧

1255

([!Car3Enter] A[{¬!T rainEnter} W {!Car3Exit}]) ∧

1256

([!T rainEnter] A[{¬!Ca1rEnter} W {!T rainExit}]) ∧

1257

([!T rainEnter] A[{¬!Ca2rEnter} W {!T rainExit}]) ∧

1258

([!T rainEnter] A[{¬!Ca3rEnter} W {!T rainExit}]) )

1259

4. Safety: Whenever the car can enter the crossing, the train cannot enter unless the

1260

car does it, and vice versa.

1261

∀G ( (EX {!Car1Enter} − > A[{¬!T rainEnter} W {!Car1Enter}]) ∧

1262

(EX {!Car2Enter} − > A[{¬!T rainEnter} W {!Car2Enter}]) ∧

1263

(EX {!Car3Enter} − > A[{¬!T rainEnter} W {!Car3Enter}]) ∧

1264

(EX {!T rainEnter} − > A[{¬!Car1Enter} W {!T rainEnter}]) ∧

1265

(EX {!T rainEnter} − > A[{¬!Car2Enter} W {!T rainEnter}]) ∧

1266

(EX {!T rainEnter} − > A[{¬!Car3Enter} W {!T rainEnter}]) )

1267

5. Safety: It is never the case that both the car and the train are able to enter the

1268

crossing.
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1269

∀G¬((E[{τ }U{!Car1Enter}]∨E[{τ }U{!Car2Enter}]∨E[{τ }U{!Car3Enter}])∧

1270

E[{τ } U {!T rainEnter}] )

1271
1272

1273
1274

1275

6. Safety (no deadlock): There is no reachable deadlock state.
∀G EX {true}
7. Liveness (no livelock): There is no reachable divergent state.
∀G ¬(EX {true} ∧ EG {τ } EX {true})
8. Liveness (no starvation): Whenever the car approaches the crossing, it eventually

1276

enters.

1277

∀G ( ([!Car1] A[{¬!Car1} U {!Car1Enter}]) ∧

1278

([!Car2] A[{¬!Car2} U {!Car2Enter}]) ∧

1279

([!Car3] A[{¬!Car3} U {!Car3Enter}]) )

1280

9. Liveness (no starvation): Whenever the train approaches the crossing, it eventually

1281

enters.

1282

∀G [!T rain] A[{¬!T rain} U {!T rainEnter}]

1283
1284

10. Liveness (fairness): Cars and trains will never stop approaching the crossing.
∀G ( (AF {!Car1}) ∧ (AF {!Car2}) ∧ (AF {!Car3}) ∧ (AF {!T rain}) )
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